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Grappler Jigging 603 JDM Rod

Grappler Jigging 604 JDM Rod

Grappler Jigging 605 JDM Rod

Grappler Light Jigging 631 JDM Rod

Grappler Light Jigging 632 JDM Rod

Grappler Spin 68L JDM Rod

Grappler Spin 73Ml JDM Rod

Grappler Spin 80M JDM Rod

Grappler Spin 80Mh JDM Rod

AS WITH ALL THINGS SHIMANO, THE CONTINUED PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE SEES NEW BOUNDARIES SET AND 
EXCEEDED, AND DISTANT FRONTIERS EXPLORED.

Designed with the highest quality Dyneema fi bres and woven with Shimano Tuff Cross Construction, this super silky eight strand 
PE line will see you confront and push new fi shing limits.

Ocea EX8 is incredibly thin and smooth for its breaking strain, allowing anglers to fi sh in depths, currents and under conditions that 
were previously inaccessible, while at the same time offering greater feel and sensitivity. With less than 1% elongation under load, 
Shimano Ocea EX8 PE line ensures that whatever happens at the lure end is translated to the angler in an instant.



FIND ALL THIS PLUS TOP TIPS & 
TECHNIQUES AT TACKLETACTICS.COM.AU
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GO YOUR
OWN WAY

Discover more at your Isuzu UTE Dealer or visit isuzuute.com.au

5 star ANCAP safety rating applies to D-MAX 4x4 Crew Cab variants built from November 2013, 4x2 High-ride Crew Cab variants built from November 2014. ^5 years or 130,000km whichever occurs first, for eligible customers; excludes accessories and trays. >The Capped Price 
Servicing Program applies to eligible Isuzu UTE vehicles with a warranty start date after 1 January 2015. The program covers the first 6 scheduled services in line with the scheduled service intervals. Program price subject to change. For full terms & conditions and current pricing 
go to isuzuute.com.au/service-plus.
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because you own a tinnie and not a cabin cruiser.

Nor should you have to compromise safety or durability.

The new smooth sides give great strength and, the dedicated 

fisherman in you, will love the wide beam and deep freeboard 

with carpeted floor and fuel tank racks. All you have to do is 

worry about the fishing and nothing else. 

Discover your great value Savage

tinnie at savageboats.com.au

435 Scorpion TS

The Big Daddy

435 Jabiru Pro
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ANOTHER ONE BITES THE DUST
of research around the of  ce the other day… 
(ok, I sent a mass email)… and asked that very 
question and it was pretty cool what came out 
of it. Just about everyone had kicked a few goals 
but more inspiration came out of the misses 
than anything else. One of the boys kicked off 
with the fact that he had never wanted a marlin 
more than he did last year and he put in a few 
trips with some mates to make it happen but 
unfortunately he got unlucky and dropped 
the only  sh he hooked all year. Now, I was a 
bit shocked hearing this seeing as he’s a die-
hard freshwater  sho and you could easily be 
forgiven for thinking he was allergic to salt! 
If I’d have known this, I reckon I could have 
sorted him out quickly as I was lucky enough to 
be  shing the south coast in one of the hottest 

marlin bites of the year. All it would have taken 
was a phone call and a short drive on his part 
and I’m pretty sure he would have gotten one. 
I’m glad I asked the question though as it’s on 
everyone’s radar now and the marlin are kicking 
right into gear so it shouldn’t be long until we 
put him onto his  rst. The rest of us have some 
goals to tick off the list too and we’ve turned 
this whole thing into a bit of a challenge to see 
who can get the next bloke the  sh he’s after. We 
 gure solo goals are better achieved in a team if 

that makes sense.
We’ve also got our sights set  rmly on some 

incredible locations that we are very keen 
to bring to you and we’re currently working 
on a ripper of an adventure that will set new 
parameters for what a trailerboat adventure 
can be. That’s the kind of  shing adventure we 
love after all!   

Whatever  oats your boat, whether it’s 
an epic DIY adventure or something a little 
more catered for, the time is nigh to pull it all 
together. You can think about it all you like 
but a good idea rarely becomes a reality if 
you keep it to yourself. Grab ya like-minded 
mates, grab a beer while you’re at it and set 
some serious goals for the year ahead. Then 
happily watch it  y by in a wake 
of  sh,  ns and screaming reels!

S
oooooo… where the hell did that year 
go? That was a passing statement 
made this morning by one of the crew 
here in the Modern Fishing of  ce. 
It certainly got me thinking about 
the year that was. In one way it’s 
kinda sad to see 2015 come and go so 

quickly but when you look back on it, the MF 
Team crammed a hell of a lot into last year, we 
caught a lot of  sh and we brought the whole 
lot to life in the pages of this magazine and we 
sincerely hope that in one way or another, that 
it’s inspired you to think big for 2016. 

Moving forward, inspiration levels in MF 
HQ are pretty high in the summer months 
as the  shing gods shine down. Great warm 
weather around the whole country does a lot 

for the motivation and it doesn’t hurt that the 
 shing in general is pretty damn hot as well. 

We thought, what better time than now to look 
back on everything we achieved in 2015 and 
 gure out what species and locations we ticked 

off and what were left on the list. I did a bit 

“Grab ya like-minded mates, grab a beer while you’re 
at it and set some serious goals for the year ahead”

2015 was one 
to remember but 

the promise of 
an even bigger 

year to come has 
got the MF offi ce 

buzzing

The only thing that 
sucks about a great 
trip is packing up!

Researching new adventures 

always gets the crew excited and it’s 

the perfect time to plan out the year

A fi shing adventure 
at its fi nest is waiting 

for you in 2016!

Ads

ON THE WATER
with Adam Nicolson

10   www.modernfishing.com.au



A UNIQUE COMBINATION of 
professional-level features plus 
easy-to-use operation makes the 
new HDS III Series of fishfinders/
chartplotters both exclusive 
and yet some how effortless. 
And now see underwater like 
never before with the new 
StructureScan 3D*. 

See it. Believe it. 
·  Superior Lowrance® target 

separation
·  Visibly better screens
· Faster interface
·  Full boat integration and 

system control

Learn more at Lowrance.com

*Optional accessory sold separately

Download and upload maps, software, and apps  
direct to your fishfinder / chartplotter.

AVAILABLE  NOW



Jon and Al checking 
out the NASA display

Jon reminds Al of 
why we all fi sh 
– for the fun of it!

ANGLING ASTRONAUTS
F

ishing every second day, I think that 
sometimes I forget the simple pleasure 
of just catching a  sh. I openly admit 
I get all wrapped up these days 
pursuing the biggest and toughest 
 sh in the sea, be it marlin or tuna, 

however as a result I often  nd myself 
neglecting the simple pleasures. Everyone 
dreams about big  sh but in reality for most 
people just catching a  sh is exciting enough, 
irrespective of species or size, in fact just 
catching bait is fun enough in most cases.

This is exactly what happened earlier this year 
while  lming Fishn’ With Mates. Ironically it 
happened on the other side of the world while I 

was  shing with Astronaut Jon McBride in the 
Atlantic Ocean. Working for NASA, Jon doesn’t 
get much time off so when the opportunity arose 
to take him  shing he was keen as mustard to 
catch something half decent.

So being the great Aussie ambassador I am 
I decided to do my bit for diplomacy and thus 
strengthen Aussie-American relations by getting 
Jon hooked up. Jon has a close connection with 
Australia, having taken the very  rst Aussie 
into space, Naval Oceanographer Paul Scully-
Powers aboard the shuttle Challenger back in 

1984. And guess what the  rst thing they saw 
when they opened the payload doors in space? 
The Aussie Outback!

One of my biggest problems is I have a bit of a 
habit of talking things up a bit, so when we met 
at the ramp, Jamie our skipper certainly had 
his work cut out for him making sure I lived 
up to my word. I had grand plans of getting 
Jon hooked up to a tarpon or even a sail  sh, 
however Jon and our skipper Jamie were 
more focused on the dark clouds building up 
threateningly in the background. 

Florida has some awesome  shing and even 
just off Cape Canaveral with NASA in the 
background we were in with a shot. However the 

storms developed and with the lightning going 
off, we were forced to keep moving. It made 
 shing hard to say the least and eventually we 

decided to run south chasing the blue skies and a 
secret spot that always produces. 

Pulling up on the spot, the  sh  nder lit 
up promisingly as we passed over some good 
looking reef. Quickly we deployed the lines and 
seconds later Jon was on. The reel screamed and 
then the  sh erupted on the surface, however 
it wasn’t quite the tarpon I had hoped for, 
and instead it was a dirty big barracuda. Jon 
certainly didn’t share my disappointment, he 
was ecstatic having connected to the biggest  sh 
he had ever hooked. 

For hardcore  sho’s, a ‘cuda is nothing 
special but we forget that for everyone else it’s 
a big  sh and with a mouthful of fangs – still 
a very impressive capture in its own right. 
Watching him  ght the  sh was like a reality 
check for me – here was a bloke who has  own 
into space and yet he was still this excited 
about catching a barracuda. 

Making short work of the  sh we soon had 
it at the boat for a few quick photos before 
sending it home. Seconds later the storm caught 
up with us hitting with a vengeance, but not 
even the torrential rain and howling winds 
could wipe the smile off Jon’s face. Fishing is so 
many different things to different people, but 
at the end of the days it’s about catching  sh, 
irrespective of size and species, and sharing the 
experience with your mates.  

Al teams up with 
Astronaut Jon 

McBride to dodge 
some storms and 
catch some ‘cuda
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“Here was a bloke who has fl own into space and 
yet he was still so excited about catching a barracuda!”

SENIOR CONTRIBUTOR
with Al McGlashen

12   www.modernfishing.com.au



*Terms & conditions apply. Savings are based on RRP including recommended SmartCraft Kit and subject
to change without notice. Prices exclude local freight charges, Fit up and local statutory charges. Offer 
available on selected new consumer FourStroke outboards from 80 to 150hp purchased from participating 
dealers from Friday 20th November until Feb 26th, 2016. Ask your participating dealer for full list of models 
in the program. Offer is subject to availability and engines must be 2014 build onwards and installed and 
registered by no later than April 30, 2016. Offer not to be used in conjunction with any other offer or rebates.  
**Terms, conditions and credit criteria apply, offer available over a maximum 36 month term on Motor and 
Repower only. The comparison rate is based on a secured loan of $30,000 for a term of 5 years at an annual 
percentage rate of 4.22%. The amount of credit provided to you and the term of the loan may be different 
to this. WARNING: The comparison rate only applies to the example given and may not include all fees and 
charges. Different terms, fees or other loan amounts might result in a different comparison rate. Finance is 
provided by Mercury Finance Pty Ltd ABN 28 156 248 092. Australian Credit Licence Number 421347.

So get in to your nearest participating Mercury dealer or go 
online to check out these amazing deals and finance offers. 

 www.mercurymarine.com.au
HURRY OFFER ENDS FEB 26, 2016.

FREE HP UPGRADE
SAVE UP TO $1977
ON THE 80-150HP RANGE

PLUS AN AMAZING  
MERCURY FINANCE RATE 
OF ONLY 4.99%**



9 DAYS/NIGHTS CATO REEF  

SPORTFISHING ADVENTURE

Test your skills on the tackle - busti

burning brutes that call Cato Reef

Huge GT’s, dogtooth, yellowfin, w

sailfish, coral trout and more are

among the pristine reefs of the So

Sea. This is a trip not to be m
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7 DAYS SWAINS REEF 
FISHING SAFARI

Tangle with the tough and tasty sof the Great Barrier Reef. Red emcoral trout, sweetlip, mackerel, wtuna and more all call the Swainso grab a couple of mates and co
experience it for yourself!

www.bigcatreality.comwwwwwww.w..bigigcacatatrtrereealitityty.y.c.cocom
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“Cato Reef is no doubt 

one of Australia’s 

premier GT hotspots!” 

- Adam Nicolson  -  Modern Fishing Editor
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CATCH 
OF THE 
MONTH

Congratulations to the winner of our Catch of the Month 
competition! Email your entries to the Modern Fishing 
team at editorial@modernfi shing.com.au
for your chance to win next month

HOW TO ENTER
If you’d like a chance to win a LOWRANCE Mark 4 Sounder, 
send us an email at editorial@modernfi shing.com.au

The Lowrance Mark 4 Sounder unit features track-back 
technology, a Mini-SD card slot and is valued at $299 RRP. 

Make sure you include a high-resolution photo and a bit 
of information about yourself and your catch. The winner of 
Catch of the Month will be decided by the Modern Fishing 
team on not only the quality of the catch, but the story
behind it too!

WORTH $299!

Hi Modern Fishing, 
Thanks for the great read! I wanted to 

share the result of many hours spent chasing 
my  rst big jew! A mate and I locked in a 
weekend and were both hoping to crack our 
 rst jewie over a metre but after a fruitless 

Saturday things were not looking good. 
While the lure of big barra in the creeks was 
tempting, we decided to stick to our guns 
on the Sunday and just as we were about to 
turn for home after another quiet session, the 
game changed! In quick succession my friend 
hooked up and landed a Jewie just shy of 
1.2m and then it was my turn. I’d just put the 
camera down when my rod loaded up thanks 
to a big circle hook and then it was game on. 
It was just shy of 1.2m and I think the face 
says it all! Addicted! 

Cheers,
Lachy

GOT THE SHOT!
Hi Vinnie,

That’s a top shot to kick off 
with buddy. How much fun is 
chasing bream! It’s always 
good to have your efforts 
rewarded with a sweet double 
hook-up! 

We hope you get stuck into 
plenty more down at Lakes 
Entrance and keep sending us 
the great shots!

MF Team

Hi guys,
I’ve been living in Lakes Entrance for work 

for the last three years and have become 
pretty addicted to these black bream down 
here. I make pretty regular trips up to 
Mallacoota which is my favourite system 
down here and we do pretty well. 

I recently bought a little underwater 
camera to try and catch a few different angles 
so I thought I’d send you a couple of the  rst 
images for a look. A little bit of work to go 
until I get it right but I think these shots are a 
pretty good start.

Keep up the good work!
Vinnie

G’day Lachy,
We’re glad you’re enjoying the mag 

mate and absolutely thrilled that you’ve 
sent through this cool story. Those 
black jewies can be a tough nut to crack 
sometimes but when they do make an 
appearance, they usually do it in style 
with all their mates coming to the boat 
as well. They’re bloody good scrappers 
as well!

We wanted to reward your fi rst jewie by 
choosing you as this month’s winner. It’s 
certainly a worthy catch mate. Keep an 
eye on the mail for a brand new Lowrance 
Mark 4 sounder, coming your way very 
shortly. We hope you enjoy it Lachy and 
cheers for writing in!

MF Team
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WINNER!
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CATCH OF 
THE MONTH MARLIN FEVER

G’day Team,
Here’s a shot I took a couple of days after Christmas last year 

of a marlin my mate caught off the Gold Coast. It was one of the 
best days  shing we have ever seen. We both caught our  rst 
marlin that day and saw many other boats hooked up too. Some 
blokes back at the boat ramp were calling it for the best marlin 
season ever. I don’t know about that but either way that was a 
day I will always remember!

Jack
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Awesome Jack,
There’s nothing like seeing your mate catch his fi rst 

marlin….except maybe following it up with a fi rst for 
yourself. The Modern Fishing crew were fi shing the Gold 
Coast about the same time and also managed to catch a 
few blacks and a couple of sneaky blue marlin out wide as 
well. It certainly was a good season but most are on the 
Gold Coast. It’s a great fi shery!

Cheers for writing in mate.
MF Team

Hi Patrick,
We’re pretty partial to the cod season here too mate. 

They certainly are a special fish that deserve every bit 
of the attention they get. We’re pretty lucky to be able 
to call them our own and the odd yellowbelly bycatch 
definitely adds to the whole experience as well. 

Well done on a successful trip Pat, hopefully we see 
plenty more of these awesome images in the future 
pages of MF too. Cheers!

MF Team

Hey MF Team,
The opening of the cod season is one of my favourite 

times of the year. These photos were taken at the start of 
cod season when we went on a trip to the Texas region 
(awesome fishing)! I caught my PB cod, going 73cm. We 
caught a total of 6 cod and a few yellowbelly between 
the two of us over the weekend. It was such a good trip, 
we’ll be planning a return as soon as possible!

 Patrick

KAYAK 
CODDIN’
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INSPIRED BY COMFORT

Get the most out of your fridge - View a range of accessories, handy tips, FAQ, retailer search and more:

Freecall 1800 21 21 21  

www.dometic.com.au

 KEEPIN’ IT FRESH!
Dometic has a range of great products to help keep your food, drinks and catch fresh on your next fi shing adventure. Whether 
it’s keeping it cool in a Cool-Ice icebox, freezing it in a CFX or sealing it with a Vacuum sealer,  everything will be kept fresh until 

you’re ready to enjoy them. Keep it fresh with Dometic!

WAECO CFX-28
Portable compressor 
fridge/freezer

The next generation in portable 

cooling is the ideal fi shing 

companion - packed full of 

features and a range of great 

accessories. 

 12/24/240 volt operation

 Ideal as additional fridge or 
freezer option

 Superior cooling 
performance

 Very low power draw

 Rugged features

 Up to 50°C below ambient 
temperature

 Ergonomic control panel

The WAECO Cool-Ice icebox 

range comes in eight different 

sizes so there is a WAECO 

Cool-Ice icebox to suit any 

size catch.

Thick polyurethane 
refrigeration grade foam 
insulation

Strong, ergonomic 
polyethylene handles  
(WCI-42 and up)

Integrated tie down points

ABS latches with stainless 
steel fixing screws

Capacity range from 13 to 
111 litres

WAECO Cool-Ice
Rotomoulded iceboxes

With the new lightweight, low 

profi le vacuum sealer from 

Dometic you can lock your 

catch, bait and more in airtight 

packaging designed to keep 

it fresh up to fi ve times longer* 

than refrigeration alone. The 

Dometic Vacuum sealer has 

manual and automatic sealing 

functions, and runs on both 

12V DC and 240V AC power, 

ideal for the high seas or on the 

road.

* Various factors affect the storage life of food.

NEW!

Dometic Vacuum 
sealer
12/240 volt



Now’s the time to get out 
and score that fi rst billfi sh 
and this guide has all the 
info you need to get it 
done DIY style! 
THE MODERN FISHING TEAMTHE
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PERSISTANCE PAYS
With Shaun Whale
When it comes to chasing marlin I have certainly had 
my fair share of doughnuts! Two seasons ago I hit an 
all-time low and did 13 trips beyond the Continental 
Shelf without turning a reel. You’d think by that point 
I would have sold my fi shing gear and taken up golf, 
but nope, I persisted with game fi shing, only to have 
my best season ever last summer! I honed my skills 
with everything you’ll read in this article and had 
an absolute blinder on the marlin, releasing 26 last 
season from my 6m TABS trailer boat. Everything 
seemed to come together and we hit the grand slam 
with blacks, stripes and blues! The game changer for 
me was looking out for reports and following the signs 
out at sea. Lucky I didn’t sell my fi shing gear after all…

FOR THE RECORD
Commercially and recreationally, there have been larger 
fi sh caught than the following fi sh however, offi cially, 
these are the standing All-Tackle World Records that so 
many anglers aspire to beat.
BLACK MARLIN: 1,560lbs
Caught in 1953 from the famous fi shery of 
Cabo Blanco in Peru.
PACIFIC BLUE MARLIN: 1,376lbs
Caught in 1982 from Kaaiwai Point, Kona in Hawai.
STRIPED MARLIN: 494lbs
Caught in 1986 in the marlin rich waters of Tutukaka in 
New Zealand.
INDO-PACIFIC SAILFISH: 221lbs 
Caught in 1947 from Santa Cruz Island, Equador.

T
here are very few  sh, if 
any, that are as revered as 
a bill  sh, no matter which 
type. They are the top dog 
in the  shing community 
and are considered one of 
the toughest  sh to master. 

Those that have them properly dialled 
in have mostly spent years focussing 
on them to the point where their sport 
is bordering on obsession. The best 
bill  sh captains will be able to recall a 
lifetime of capture statistics and will 
have mental and/or physical notes on 
why they have occurred. They study 

every possible in  uence, look for re-
occurring patterns and can often pick a 
hot bite well before it happens. 

So you want to become one of 
“those” skippers? Or maybe you 
just want to crack that  rst bill  sh? 
Whatever you’re level, check out this 
massive guide to all things bill  sh 
to build that extra knowledge of the 
species you’re after. We’ve got you 
covered with everything from simple 
troll patterns to technical switch 
baiting routines. All of this will help 
your quest for the DIY bill  sh.

So where to start?

FFOOORR TTHHEE RREECCOORD

Of  cially there are nine species of 
bill  sh worldwide however some 
research has led many to believe that 
there are actually two separate species 
of sail  sh, the Indo-Paci  c and the 
Atlantic. This is yet to be con  rmed 
so of  cially there are nine. Not all are 

available in Australia and of those that 
are, not all are a viable target, instead 
occurring mostly as accidental bycatch 
when targeting other species. For this 
reason, we’ll stick to what we know 
best and take a look at the four most 
popular targets in Australia.

BILLFISH SPECIES

Black marlin are one of the larger 
species of marlin, only to be 
reportedly outgrown by blue marlin. 
They can be separated visually 
by other marlin by a number of 
characteristics but the most obvious 
is the short dorsal  n, stocky bill and 
they are the only marlin to exhibit 
rigid pelvic  ns (do not fold into body).

Economically, the black marlin is 
the most lucrative of all our bill  sh 
species accounting for a massive 
amount of tourism dollars every year 
when the truly giant  sh converge 
on the outer GBR to spawn. From 
September through to December, 
angler’s from all over the world line 
up for their chance at a 1000 pound 
black marlin and have been doing so 
since that  rst historical catch back 
in 1966. American angler, Richard C. 
Obach landed a world record black 
marlin of 1064lbs becoming the  rst 
angler to land a grander in Cairns 
and also the  rst to land a grander of 
any species, anywhere in the world 
on 80lb tackle. It was a monumental 
capture and the  shery is still going 

strong to this date.
It’s not only Cairns though that is 

heavily impacted by black marlin. 
Every year juvenile black marlin 
migrate down the east and west 
coast of Australia and provide some 
spectacular inshore sport  shing in 
some even more spectacular locations. 

The western side of Fraser Island is 
the  rst that springs to mind and it’s 
a big call, but we think it’s safe to say 
that this is the most unique marlin 
 shery in the world. Every year to 

varying degrees, baby blacks make 
their way onto the crystal clear  ats of 
Fraser Island to create one of the most 
amazing sights in  shing.

 The other incredibly rare black 
marlin  shery in Australia is one 
which occurs a fair way south around 
the sandstone ledges of Jervis Bay. 
While not as consistent, every year 
anglers are faced with the opportunity 
to lock horns with small to mid-sized 
black marlin from the rocks. The 
2014/2015 season was particularly 
spectacular with many anglers 
realising a lifelong dream.

BLACK MARLIN

y y g g

ll stick to what we know 
ke a look at the four most 
gets in Australia.

BLACK MARLIN

A small black ready for release

The critical moment - 

leadering a billfi sh takes 

plenty of skill to get right

BILLFISH GUIDE
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The Fraser fl ats black 
marlin fi shery is about 
as unique as it gets

Blue marlin are distributed 
throughout much of the east and 
west coast of Australia, occasionally 
found as far south as Rottnest Island 
in the west and Tasmania in the east. 
They are reportedly the largest of the 
marlin family however locally, it has 
not been the case with no recorded 
captures cracking the magic tonne - 
the largest caught from Batemans Bay 
in 1999 by Melanie Kisbee, falling just 
3lbs short of the mark at 997lbs.   

Blue marlin are the oceanic 
wanderers of the marlin family, 
following tropical and sub-tropical 
currents to the most bait rich 
locations. This nomadic lifestyle 
makes them very hard to predict 
at times and it’s this challenge, 
coupled with their potential size and 
incredible  ghting capabilities that 
makes them the most esteemed catch 
in the Australian game  shing scene.

BLUE MARLIN

“You may not get a bite straight away but if
you’re on the bait, you’re on the money!”

The Fraser fl ats black 
marlin fi shery is about
as unique as it gets

BLUE MARLIN

The sight of a big blue exiting 

the water is as good as it gets 

in the billfi sh scene
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Found throughout a large range on 
the east and west coast, striped marlin 
are very accessible in Australia and 
are particularly popular from the 
NSW Central Coast down to the NSW/
Victorian border. They can be easily 
distinguished between other marlin 
species however not due to their stripes 
(other marlin exhibit stripes too). They 
have a very large and pronounced 
dorsal  n and an elongated body 
making them quite recognisable. 

They are the smallest of the 

Australian marlin family however 
they make up for their size with their 
ferocity,  ghting ability and also the 
fact that they are the only marlin 
that hunt in packs, so the likelihood 
of  nding more than one in an area 
is high. On the south coast of NSW, 
they regularly team up to herd large 
bait balls of slimy mackerel and 
yellowtail and it can be quite a sight 
to see packs of between 2 and 20 
marlin, lit up and slamming a hapless 
school of bait on the surface.

Moving away from the marlin family 
but sticking with the accessible bill  sh 
theme, sail  sh are the other easily 
targeted bill  sh in Australia. Smaller 
again than striped marlin, sail  sh are 
the perfect target for light tackle lure 
and  y anglers and are renowned for 
their spectacular aerial display when 
hooked. Sail  sh can be easily identi  ed 
by their large dorsal sail which extends 
back past their anal  n.  

Like striped marlin, sail  sh are 
known to hunt in packs and also 
as solo  sh so you could well  nd 
just one on the water or luck across 
a large school. There are a few 
very reliable locations throughout 
Australia where they can be 
regularly targeted however they are 
a very enigmatic species in other 
locations, potentially making an 
appearance at any time.

STRIPED MARLIN

INDO-PACIFIC SAILFISHINDO-PACIFIC SAILFISH

r 

s

STRIPED MARLIN

A big stripe being swum 

boat-side. Note the circle hook 

pinned perfectly in the jaw

Sailfi sh are a 
spectacular 

looking billfi sh

BILLFISH GUIDE
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The old saying “
 rings true in bill  sh circles. 

They’re tough  sh and can often 
require only the best gear. It doesn’t 
necessarily mean you need to use the 
heaviest gear but try to stick with the 
best quality gear that you can afford. 
Make sure your gear is species speci  c 
too as the size difference and  ghting 
characteristics between the bill  sh 
species can be large.

Sail  sh are the light weights of 
this world which means you’re able 
to target them with quite light tackle. 
Spin and light overhead gear is great 
and the size of these will depend on 
the area you’re  shing. Renowned 
sail  sh grounds in Australia are 
Broome, Dundee, Exmouth, Sunshine 
Coast and the Coral Sea. Of these, 
Broome and Dundee are the most 
likely to produce the smaller  sh 
and spin reels as small as 4000 size 
can often be sporting enough. Other 
places like Exmouth and especially 
the Coral Sea are more likely to 
produce some of the bigger brutes 
that may require something a bit 
bee  er. Still though, sail  sh are 
usually very active on the surface and 

wear themselves out quickly so keep 
the tackle modest.

Stripes will be found in Australia 
mostly in the 60 – 120kg range and 
they are tough  sh that will mostly 
involve light game  shing overhead 
gear. In saying that though, high 
end spin reels such as Stella’s and 
Saltiga’s in the larger sizes are 
becoming more popular for light 
game  shing. Most popular though 
are reels such as the Tiagra 30-50 
range. Even the 30’s will hold more 
than enough to stop the larger stripes 
and with many angler’s opting for 
braided lines with a small mono top 
shot these days, they are capable of 
stopping much bigger  sh too.

Blacks vary too much in size to 
have speci  c ‘black marlin tackle’ set 
aside. Juvenile  sh mentioned above 
can require little more than a heavy 
 athead setup while the big girls on 

the outer GBR can require stepping 
right into the top range of Tiagra 130’s 
and the like. 

Blues being the enigma that they 
are mean you need to use quite heavy 
tackle. You’ll be  shing the same deep 
water grounds for blue’s all over and 

BE TACKLE READY

have every chance of bumping into 
the smaller  sh as you do the larger 
 sh. Either way, even the smaller 

class  sh are mostly found to be over 
100kgs and their  ght is strong and 
their runs are long. The most common 
sized reel that most anglers are using 
for blues are 80 wides while some 
even use the big 130’s. 

The one common theme to all the 
gear, no matter what species you’re 
after; know your tackles limits. This 
means using scales to set your drags 
so there is no guessing involved. 
Most skippers have marks on their 
reels to show varying weights of drag 
from strike right through to sunset. 
Guessing will usually end up in a bust 
off on too heavier drag or a drawn out 
 ght on a drag that is needlessly light. 

The only gear that should require a bit 
of guessing is spin gear.

HAVE 
A TARGET

Whether you’re heading out to tick that 

fi rst billfi sh off the list or you’re looking 

for your 100th fi sh, have a target 

species in mind. Billfi sh all have 

different habits and while they 

can often be found in similar 

areas, you’ll be far better 

off having something 

to aim at.

Shimano Tiagra’s are the most 
widely used game reels. The 30 Wides are a great lightweight 
option for mid-sized marlin

South West Rocks sees an 
annual run of juvenile blacks 
and a good run of blues out wide
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OUTRIGGER ADVANTAGE
Outriggers are great and defi nitely allow for easier 
and more effi cient game fi shing. They can be quite 
expensive or there are cheap versions that will still do 
the job. Telescopic versions that detach are particularly 
good for those smaller boats that aren’t equipped to 
take full size riggers. It’s important to note though 
that they are not essential – don’t give up on the idea 
of game fi shing just because you can’t afford them as 
there are plenty of ways around them.

Black marlin can be 
caught very close to 
shore. They are easily 
achievable - even from 
small boats

OUTRIGGER ADVANTAGE

Finding the  sh is generally the 
 rst thing on a skipper’s mind as 

they leave land behind in search 
of a bill  sh. Some days it’s a lucky 
dip, some days it’s more calculated 
while others will be based on word 
of mouth. Basically, the things a good 
skipper will be physically looking out 
for (in rough order of preference) are 
bait, birds, current lines, temperature 
breaks, depth and eddies. 

The best option is always to trust 
your own instincts but this can 
only come with time on the water 
and a few captures under your belt. 
By this we mean using your own 
knowledge gained to  nd the  sh 
yourself without the help of lady 
luck or the rest of the  eet. A good 
understanding of tides, currents, 
seasons and bottom structures helps 
a lot as does having access to sea 

surface temperature charts. Most 
good skippers keep an eye on these 
charts every day and are able to 
pinpoint likely locations where  sh 
are holding based on temperature 
breaks, eddies, nutrient rich areas, 
current lines and more. By keeping 
a keen eye on these regularly, they’ll 
also be able to move with the  sh 
day-to-day. Too many times have 
we heard the old spiel - 

 – in reality 
though, the  sh are only going to be 
in the same spot the next day if the 
conditions remain the same which 
is rare when you’re dealing with 
Mother Nature. 

If you’re new to the game and 
trusting your instincts is not an 
option then social media is a 
great tool. Jump on all the game 
 shing sites that are relevant to the 

species you’re after for some good 
information that is regularly updated. 
Some sites are better than others and 
you’ll  nd that most of the members 
on there will be friendly and happy 
to help out. Be active on social media 
and immerse yourself in those circles 
and you’ll soon  nd yourself being 
privy to all sorts of information that 
“outsiders” may not be. Couple all the 
info you receive here with some of 
the more technical tools above such 
as SST’s and you’ll soon nut out a few 
helpful patterns.  

Once you’re on the water and you 
think you may be roughly in the right 
spot, your sounder is your best friend. 
Learn to use it well and trust what you 
see. Find the areas that are holding 
bait and stick with them. You may not 
get a bite straight away but if you’re on 
the bait, you’re on the money!

There’s a million and one things you 
can do to increase your chances at 
hooking into a bill  sh but the single 
biggest factor is time on the water. 
The reality is, bill  sh take time to  nd 
and it’s not uncommon for people to 
troll for 10 hours without as much as 
a sniff, to then  nally hook up on the 
last legs. All it takes is for one  sh to 
turn a tough day into a great day. 

Besides time on the water, tide 

changes de  nitely mean increased 
activity. Don’t make the mistake of 
thinking that game  sh aren’t affected 
by tides as nothing could be further 
from the truth. Most skippers will 
have a tale or two about a tough day on 
the water that was turned on its head 
at the turn of the tide. Pay particular 
attention to your spread and try to be 
in a productive looking area for these 
peak times.

FINDING FISH

TIDES & TIME ON THE WATER

A pack of sailfi sh fl ash 

their sails to herd baitfi sh

There is no right 
way to rig a lure 
but there are some 
good guidelines 
out there. This is a 
classic two-hook 
rig with light gauge 
SL12’s for those 
mini blacks

Many are fi rm believers 

in single hook set ups and 

generally set the hook 

well back from the skirt

BILLFISH GUIDE
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Lure  shing is the easiest, and most 
common form of catching a bill  sh. 
Really there’s not a lot too it and you 
can catch any one of these species by 
simply trolling any old skirted lure 
around but that’s called luck and 
that’s exactly what we are aiming to 
eliminate in this article. To increase 
our chances, we want to put all the 
bricks in our corner.

Firstly and as Darryl Kerrigan 
would say, . 
Just because your boat with its 300 rod 
holders, outriggers, down riggers and 
centre riggers can physically support 
trolling 10 lures around, doesn’t mean 
your crew can. Work to your crew’s 
capabilities by ensuring that should 
a bill  sh strike, no one is running 
around trying to juggle ten tasks at 
once just to clear the spread. This 
will mostly end in failure. Generally 
speaking, 5 lures max is an ideal 
amount. With the way most people 

 LAWS OF LURES
surfacing regularly), and a bit of wiggle 
(which will depend on how far back 
it is set). The best way to get a good 
spread planned out is to practice in 
calm water and experiment with 
different lures and speeds until you 
get a spread that you’re happy with. 
Something worth noting is that your 
lures don’t need to be set way back 
from the boat. Bill  sh are all very 
inquisitive animals and it’s actually the 
boat that attracts them. Blue marlin will 
very regularly crash the short corner 
which sits very close to the back of the 
boat. It’s more important to sit the lures 
in an area where they can be seen so 
sections that are most clear of the wash 
are best – this varies from boat to boat.

Lastly with lure  shing. Keep an 
eye on the spread at all times. Whether 
you take it in turns to watch or you 
have one dedicated deckie that’s on it, 
we can’t stress enough the importance 
of watching the spread on high alert. 
This can be tough, especially after a 
long day of trolling and the crew are 
getting weary, but the amount of  sh 
you will convert by doing this will 
blow you away. We like to go by a little 
rule here in the MF of  ce when we’re 
on the water looking for marlin. That is 
- 

. If you’re not 
watching your spread, you’ll never 
see that shy  sh that comes up for 
nothing more than a quick look but if 
you’re paying attention, you can tease 
that  sh into taking a lure, potentially 
doubling your catch rate.

set up their spread, this will be a long 
rigger, a short rigger, a long corner, 
a short corner and a shotgun. Sound 
like gobbledegook? Check out the lure 
trolling illustration hereabouts for a 
better explanation of what this means 
and where they should be set. 

Next you need to ensure you’re using 
the right lures. This can be a bit of a 
guessing game and each day will vary 
to the next but most skippers will have 
their favourites. Do a bit of research 
on colours, sizes, and head styles and 
try to suit these to the  sh you’re after. 
Typically with sizes - big lures for blues 
(12-15 inch), 9-10 inch lures for stripes 
and medium blacks and small 5-7 inch 
skirts for small blacks and sails.  

Different lure styles will perform 
better due to a range of factors, but 
mostly being speed and positioning. 
The important thing to keep in your 
mind is keeping a good bubble trail 
(which means the lure needs to be 

HAVE 
A CHAT

Talk to those that are experienced 

in the fi eld. Charter captains, club 

members and just passionate 

recreational fi shos on Facebook. Get 

in as many ears as you can - the 

wider you cast your net, the 

more information you’ll 

come across.

Striped marlin balling bait on the NSW 
South Coast. There will almost always 
be visible signs that this is happening 

above the water as well

A standard four rod trolling set up.
For a fi fth outfi t, include a long 

shotgun straight down the middle
3rd Wave

4th Wave

2nd Wave

Adjust line lengths so each lure/bait 
is riding on the swell of the boat

5th Wave
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A bridle rigged slimy mackerel is near 
impossible for any marlin to resistLive baiting, belly strips, skip baiting 

and dead swimmers. There are so 
many ways to turn a good bait into a 
bill  sh, it really just depends on what 
bill  sh you’re after. We’re going to 
leave the blues out of this one as they 
are mostly targeted with large lures 
simply to cover plenty of ground. 

Sail  sh are suckers for a belly strip 
as they like to follow and swipe at 
a target for a while so having the 
smell and the feel of a real  sh is a big 
advantage. There are plenty of ways to 
rig them – some like to make it super 
complicated while others are happy 
to simply cut a strip off and skip it 
behind the boat. We all agree here to 

keep it pretty simple and by cutting 
a small strip (between 10-20cm) off 
a mack tuna belly, shaping one end 
to a point and then folding the other 
end together and pinning with a 9/0 
Gamakatsu SL12 you’ve got a perfect, 
no nonsense belly strip. Throw a small 
octopus skirt over the top and it will 
skip along perfectly.

Stripes and live slimy mackerel 
go hand in hand. They can be easily 
caught with lures however they are 
far more likely to commit to your 
offering if it’s a live bait. Mostly, 
the best option is to  nd large 
concentrations of bait  rst and then 
to slow troll 2-3 baits behind the boat 
on the surface while sticking close to 
the bait schools. Marlin will rise from 
quite deep to check out the noise of 
the boat and hopefully spot your bait 

BILLFISH BAITING

LIVE BAIT RIG

so don’t be too worried if the bait on 
the sounder is sitting quite deep. It 
does pay however to have at least one 
bait down deep if that’s where the 
bait  sh are and this can be done with 
a downrigger or even just a simple 
snapper lead on a rubber band. When 
live baiting, you should always have 
your reels on a soft drag so the  sh 
has time to swallow the bait without 
feeling tension. This means using 
some sort of tension release system 
such as those on a downrigger or an 
outrigger or even just a rubber band 
attached to the reel handle. 

Circle hooks are most commonly 
used these days as they afford a 

healthy release of the  sh due to them 
mostly pinning the  sh in the corner of 
the mouth. Just remember not to strike!

Skip baiting and dead swimmers 
are great for a number of species. They 
are able to be trolled faster than live 
baits if they are rigged well so are a 
good tool for covering more ground 
to  nd concentrations of  sh. Both 
skip baiting and dead swimming big 
baits such as queen  sh, mackerel 
and tuna on the GBR is the most 
popular method of targeting the big 
blacks. They require such big baits 
that it makes live baiting not a viable 
option most of the time as they are too 
hard to keep alive unless they have 
been caught on the marlin grounds 
and deployed straight away. Check 
out YouTube for some great rigging 
methods for both of these.

Circle hook 

Barrel Swivel

Bridle-rigged 
Slimy Mackerel

1m Doubled 
MainlineSnap Swivel

3-4m monofi lament 
leader (suited to 
target species)

Mainline in 
Australian Plait

Nothing beats 
that fi rst billfi sh-
induced smile!

BILLFISH GUIDE
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TEASE AND SWITCH
This one’s for the fussy fi sh or the more technical 
captures like attempting to cast a fl y or stickbait at a 
billfi sh. Often a billfi sh will want to follow its prey for 
a while to test it so in some situations, you need to get 
them fi red up fi rst. With a well stitched up bait or a 
hook-less skirt, you can tease a fi sh to the point where 
it will eat just about anything in front of it. When the 
fi sh becomes ‘lit up’ and really aggressive, this is the 
time to switch the teaser and offer the fi sh a bait, lure 
or fl y for what is mostly an instant strike.



In Australia, we’re 

lucky to see marlin 

enter extremely 

shallow water

Any bill  sh requires a good 
degree of teamwork or 
some seriously good 
skills if you’re doing it 
solo. Good boat driving 
can mean the difference 
in a quick tag and 
release or a long drawn 
out  ght that could 
harm the  sh. We’ve 
seen  sh taken in just  ve 
minutes due to some good 
rod, boat and leader work 
while the next  sh of similar 
size took over an hour. 

The idea is that you keep off the 
top of the  sh so you’re never  ghting 
straight up and down. All this does is 
exhaust the angler. By planning the  sh 
to the surface, you have a much better 
chance at an early shot at the leader and 
 nishing the  ght early. As soon as the 
 sh does come up to the top is the time 

to get on the throttle and gain as much 
line back as you can. You can literally 
drive straight up to a ‘green’  sh on the 
surface and subdue it on the leader and 
a trailer boat is able to do this much 
quicker than a  ybridge game boat as 
they are far more mobile.

Once a hand goes on the leader, all 
control shifts from the angler to the 
deckie. It is now up to them to bark 
orders and make all the right moves. 
The only thing the angler needs to do is 
back the drag off a little (not free spool) 
and ensure that the line is clear in case 
the deckie needs to dump the leader.

BOAT AND 
LEADER SKILLS

good

g 
e 

ve 
ood
ork 
milar 

keep off the
never  ghting

LS TAKE NOTESYou can’t beat a written account of a good or bad 

session. Write everything down in a dedicated 

billfi sh diary. Good days, bad days and the rest 

and include as much info as you can including 

capture times, hook up times, tides, winds, 

water condition, temperature, bait, lure, 

gear and anything else that could 
possibly affect the fi shing. 

It may take a while to become 
useful but a diary like this can 

be invaluable to you in the future.
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HARNESS TECHNIQUES
Talk to the experts and get yourself a quality harness 
that is easily adjustable to suit varying sizes. Learn 
how to correctly set it up and learn how to fi ght a 
fi sh with it. The idea of a good harness is to allow the 
angler to fi ght the fi sh with their whole body weight 
rather than just their arms.

A good harness set 
up is all about pinning 

your body weight 
against the fi sh



If it’s your first billfish, you’re going 
to feel a bit more than a tickle. It 
will no doubt go down as one as 
your all-time catches no matter 
how many hundred you follow it 
up with. The good thing though 
is that rush never fades. There is 
something very special about every 
billfish you catch and while it’s 
pretty hard to beat the feeling of 
elation you get from the first one, 
each catch will draw you back for 
more as will each fail. It’s possibly 
the failure that makes us game 
fishos want it more…. guess we’re 
just gluttons for punishment!  

Every species of bill  sh is available 
to the trailer boat brigade, even 
the big blacks but keeping the boat 
in good working order, clean and 
organised is the secret. Bill  sh are 
unpredictable and will have you 
running around every section of 
the boat so from the get-go, keep 
the whole work area clear of debris. 
Everything should be stowed ideally 
so that there is nothing to trip over. 

Any other rods that you had out 
need to be cleared and stowed, either 
in the cabin or up the top in the 
rocket launcher. You shouldn’t need 
to  ght your way around the boat 
and weave in and out of other lines 
and rods. If you’re doing this, you’ve 
probably got too much gear on board 
for the size of the boat… or you’re 
just lazy and haven’t put your gear 
away. Keep it clean!

KEEP IT CLEAN AND CLEAR

Sailfi sh can 
be very dark 

in colour
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WWW.MAGSTORE.COM.AU  |  FREE CALL 1800 801 647

( orth $99 50)

LURESFREE
10

th $99 50)

ISSUES OF FOR
ONLY$59

(worth $99.50)

OF THESE LURE PACKS FOR FREE!

1 x Rapala Ultra Light Shad 4cm
1 x Rapala Ultra Light Crank
1 x Storm Fluttuu er Stick 4cm
6 x Storm Twitching Nipper 5.5cm
1 x Storm Gomoku Micro Jig 8g
1 x Rapala Rippini Rap 05

Total lure value: $82.70

1 x Rapala Floating X-Rap 12
1 x Rapala Clackin  Rap1 x Rapala Clackin’ Rap
1 x Storm Thunder Barra Medium
1 x Storm Twitch Stick

Total lure value: $85.80

1 x X-Rap Magnum 15 Bunker
1 x 1 x Rapala X-Rap 

Magnum 30 Brown Squid
1 x Williamson Speed Pro 160 AYU

Total lure value: $92.85

Pack 1: FINESSE KITFINESSE KIT Pack 2: BARRA KITBARRA KIT Pack 3: BLUEWATERBLUEWATER
TROLLING  KIT

SAVE UP TO $126.30
801 6664447777
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Pete Morris gets down to 
the nitty gritty of surface 
luring sand whiting
WORDS AND IMAGES BY PETE MORRIS

SURFACE
SERIOUS
ABOUT
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A
s much as I hate to admit it, I have 
to now go back several decades to 
a time where I stood knee high to 
a grass hopper, roaming the sandy 
shores underneath Queensland’s 
Southport Bridge. With a small 
red hand line, a bunch of freshly 

caught beach worms and a packet of those 
all-important, red long shank hooks, I had 
the top ingredients to chase the estuary 
favourites. It was here however that on this 
clean crunchy sand one of the healthiest 
obsessions of all began and not only was I a 
young kid, completely mad about catching 
 sh, but I unknowingly at the time developed 

a real passion for the those little bullets of the 
 ats, the sand whiting. 

THE TIMES THEY 
ARE A CHANGIN’
To make a suggestion thirty years ago that 
we would now be throwing surface lures for 
a species such as whiting would have been 
sheer madness. Back in the day I would have 
imagined my old mate ‘Fred Tickle’ (who 
happened to be an absolute whiting guru), 
simply taking off his oversized plugger and 
giving me a sturdy whack across the top of 
the head had I even made such a suggestion. 
This sentiment remained for many years and 

as the top water whiting evolution slowly 
took place, many anglers simply found it 
too hard to believe. Why would a  sh that 
has the obvious physiology of a bottom 
feeding  sh eat a lure moving across the 
surface? It was a fair question but the proof 
was in the pudding. With major advances 
in both rod, reel and line technology, the 
ability to cast ultra-light lures was now at 
our  nger tips and the anglers who moved 
with these changes very quickly saw capture 
rates escalate and genuinely relished in the 
success. Lure technology also took a major 
leap forward and the emergence of incredibly 
realistic pro  les and colour patterns have 
proven to be a game changer also.

UNDERSTANDING 
WHITING 
A quick look at a whiting up close reveals 
much about how these  sh hunt and behave. 
Whiting are a slender, slightly compressed 
 sh with very distinctive lateral line and 

cheek scales. The body is often a pale brown 
or a silvery brown colour, transitioning to 
white below. The dorsal  n can often appear 
olive green with faint darker blotches while 
the anal, ventral and pectorals are pale 
yellow to pale brown.

An important feature of the whiting is the 

Whiting would 
comfortably rate as one of 

our best looking of fi sh

“Wandering the fl ats in search of whiting is 
loads of fun and also provides a great feed”

Fish across all clear water 
environments remain on high alert 
from predators like hawks and eagles

Sand whiting have some of the 

sharpest eyes in the game
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A nice daily double of quality fi sh

relatively long conical snout which is more 
speci  cally designed to forage for benthic 
animals through the sand and mud. Whiting 
spend much of their time roaming the bottom 
while feeding on marine invertebrates such 
as worms and pippis, while crustaceans such 
as prawns, yabbies and soldier crabs are also 
readily consumed.

Whiting are an incredibly alert species 
with the sharpest of eyesight and this 
becomes very much a necessity as a species 
that spends a large amount of time foraging 
across very clear and shallow water. Life 
across sand and mud  ats comes with many 
hazards and predators exist in the form of 
other  sh (large  athead in particular), and 
the many birds such as pelicans, hawks and 
eagles circling the sky above. A wrong move 
can quite often see a whiting ripped clean 
from the water and secured in the large 
claws of a hungry eagle. These birds are the 
absolute masters of prey and will happily 
snatch a whiting if given the chance.

WHAT MAKES 
A GREAT FLAT?
In my opinion sand  ats are one of the most 
pristine and enjoyable environments to  sh 
across. A combination of often gin clear 
water, clean sand and the fact they are very 
safe angling environments are a few reasons 
why they always hold so much appeal to 
anglers of all varieties. 

We know we all love  shing  ats but the 
challenge now becomes  nding the sand 
 ats that hold  sh, and to determine this you 

are best advised to take a walk across your 
chosen  ats on any low tide phase. What is 
revealed are remarkably diverse ecosystems, 
literally teaming with life that can often go 
unnoticed to an untrained eye. 

As you begin a search, your  rst indicator 
is bird life and you should make observations 
as to whether birds are hunting the now 
exposed  ats. Birds such as sandpipers and 

plovers are two of the more pro  cient and 
common hunters across the  ats and here 
they quickly forage to pick up any items 
such as crabs or even small  sh trapped in 
isolated pools. Soldier crabs can often be 
in enormous numbers on certain  ats and 
these colourful little crustaceans are high on 
the menu for birds and more importantly, 
whiting also. Further inspection will often 
reveal masses of yabbie holes where beneath 
the sand they hide in their labyrinth of 
tunnels and pathways. What has now become 
clear is that your chosen  ats are ‘bait rich’, 
meaning there are many reasons for whiting 
to move up and across these  ats when tidal 
movement allows.

Tidal movement is always the single most 
important factor governing your success and 
all  sh are largely controlled by the water 
movement. In my opinion the peak periods 
to be casting lures across the  ats are the  rst 
two hours of the run in tide and the last hour 
or so of the run out phase. The commencement 
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of the run in tide immediately signals the 
feeding period, and after a period of seeking 
refuge in the deeper channels whiting are 
very eager to make their move. Rising water 
creates the pathway across the previously 
exposed banks - this is a time when soldier 
crabs and yabbies have to make a very hasty 
retreat and the whiting are aiming to beat 
them to it. As whiting begin to hunt and 
forage the  ats they will use their conical 
snouts to scour and bury into the sand in a 
deliberate attempt to disturb prawns, worms 
and crabs. Prawns are arguably the favourite 
across these environments and at times it 
can be a very common scene to witness a 
prawn skipping across the surface with a 
pack of hungry whiting hot on its tail. These 
are scenes that unfold very regularly and 
in most instances you will see far more by 
simply ‘wading’ the  ats rather than in a boat. 
Wading carries that little extra advantage of 
being lower to the water and you are able to 
move about with a little more stealth. The  rst 
two hours of the run in phase is commonly 
the peak period and after this whiting seem 
to spread far and wide across what can be 
very large sand  at areas. Yes, you will still 
catch  sh after the initial two hours or so but 

they do become harder to  nd and there can 
quite often be the need to cover large areas 
while also bearing in mind the  ats may now 
be well underwater and a little too deep for 
surface lure casting. In general what you are 
looking for is water depths no more than 
‘knee deep’. 

Although some anglers turn their backs 
on the run out tide it can also be an excellent 
time to target whiting using surface lures. 
The scenarios do differ to those of the run in 
phase however, and you should always try 
to think about where it is possible for the  sh 
to grab an easy meal. Your focus on the run 
out phase now becomes the deeper channels 
running between the sand banks. Whiting 
are now forced back off the shallower sand 
bank areas into marginally deeper water and 
once again the channels running between the 
banks may be waist to knee deep water as the 
tide moves back out. As the  sh move into 
these deeper sections they remain very much 
the opportunistic feeders and sitting nose 
into the current whiting are well aware that a 
passing meal will often come their way. Prawns 
are often caught up in this  ow and I have 
witnessed many pack attacks from big whiting 
over the years on the run out tide phase.

Ben is happy to admit that 
he’s an artifi cial convert

s 

A quality fi sh, once 
again taken on a surface 

walking stick bait

A quick walk to the fl ats and 

four nice fi sh within half an 

hour of the rising tide

TOPWATER WHITING
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“Tidal movement is the single biggest 
factor to success with surface lures”

the ability to cast ultra-light lures while 
providing excellent sensitivity and feel.

A slim graphite rod around 7ft in length 
and rated 1-3kg is ideal here and it will 
seriously help if this rod has a relatively ‘fast’ 
action with sensitivity through its tip section. 
This immediately allows you to work small 
surface walking stick baits and generate the 
desired left to right darting action. A rod 
that is stiff may well be adequate for small 
poppers but will only impede the action of 
smaller stick baits. A suitable rod should then 
be well balanced to a small spin reel in the 
1-2000 size range, over which you can then 
run light braid in the 3-4lb range. Personally 
when it comes to braid selection for this 
very light lure casting I stick with the fused 
braids as they are far less prone to those 
very frustrating and time consuming wind 
knots that can easily occur in many ultra-
 ne braided PE lines. Once your reel is fully 

spooled, your next choice is leader selection 
and for this I simply use 4-6lb mono  lament 
and keep my leader relatively short. Your lure 
is moving across the surface so long leaders 
are simply not required and of no real bene  t. 

Lure selection should see a mixture of both 

smaller surface poppers in the 50 -70mm 
range and surface walking stick baits in a 
similar size range. My surface luring initially 
began with small surface poppers in colour 
patterns that were largely clear or transparent 
and to be honest I enjoyed excellent success. 
I was also quick to realise that the more 
natural coloured lures (largely transparent), 
clearly dominated across the clear shallow 
waters often encountered across the  ats. My 
preference however was soon to change and 
as surface walking stick baits slowly began to 
make a stronger impact on our lure market, I 
realised just how seriously effective these lures 
are. Featuring a more subtle ‘walk’ across the 
water’s surface (and keeping with the same 
transparent colour patterns), a stick bait has 
the ability to imitate a prawn like no other lure 
can and can be made to look incredibly lifelike. 
Another advantage is that these lures can be 
worked in the more windy conditions whereas 
the action of a surface popper can become 
somewhat compromised.

An excellent tray of lures should feature 
both poppers and stick baits but if you are 
anything like myself, the stick baits will be 
the lures that see the more time in the water.

SELECTING THE 
CORRECT GEAR
Having done some research on various 
locations while hopefully establishing you 
have healthy sand  ats where whiting are sure 
to be, your next stage is to think about gear 
that is required. Now let’s immediately hit 
the nail straight on the head here and say that 
this type of lure casting is quite simple and 
need NOT be crazily expensive. It is far more 
a case of being set up correctly than outlaying 
big dollars on top of the range reels and rods 
hand-carved in the mountains of Japan. 

What you are looking for here is a 
 nesse lure casting out  t that will give you 

SELECTING TTHHEE

A nice haul destined for 
the dinner table. Whiting 

are a special table fi sh

Sebille Splashers 
are good in the 

popper department
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With the harder beginnings of  nding 
locations and selecting gear, you are now 
able to concentrate on the feel of your  nesse 
luring set up. In a very short amount of time 
you will quickly appreciate the lightweight 
feel of the gear, while learning your casting 
limitations and become in tune with the 
movements of various lures. As you begin 
to experiment, a thought always worth 
bearing in mind is that what you are trying 
to replicate with any lure is a prawn  eeing 
while darting across the surface in panic.

Surface poppers are able to be worked in 
a variety of fashions and these lures often 
cast like a bullet and create a great surface 
disturbance which can, at certain times, be 

bene  cial. Working a smaller popper can be 
done by either pointing your rod tip down, or 
up, while generating short backward stabs of 
the rod to generate a small ‘bloop’ or push of 
water across the surface. A slow to medium 
paced retrieve is ideal and personally I have 
always found it advantageous to keep the 
lure moving at all times. A pause phase (like 
you would commonly do with a bream), will 
often see a  sh simply shy away. If it makes 
things easier here, take the time to visualise 
a  eeing prawn and you will quickly realise 
they are not moving slow, nor are they 
pausing. They are moving at pace while 
 eeing for their life! This is what you must 

try to replicate.

ne cial Working a smaller popper can be

Kim Vitale displays a stud 

whiting that charged down 

and absolutley belted a  

small surface popper

The fl oating GULP 2 inch 
shrimp can produce great 
results for those wanting 
an added challenge

TOPWATER TECHNIQUES

A great fl ats session 
where 15 fi sh in total 
were landed. These fi sh 
were taken for the table

TOPWATER WHITING
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Surface  oating stick baits are your next key 
to success and these amazing little lures are 
just deadly on whiting. Working these lures 
is by no means hard but it certainly pays to 
have the correct rod with a softer tip section. 
A bullet like cast will see your  oating stick 
bait hit the surface and the desired action is 
a left to right darting like ‘walk’ across the 
surface. This is achieved easily enough by 
pointing your rod tip down while generating 
a light ‘shaking’ movement of your rod 
while performing a slow to medium wind 
of your reel. While it is possible to really 
generate some lifelike retrievals with the lure 
darting very much like a prawn, the main 
importance is to keep the lure moving rather 
quickly to excite whiting into that strike. 
Experimentation with retrievals can often lead 
to your favourites being discovered and what 
your preferred rod angle or retrieval pace 
may be, can often differ considerably to that 
of another angler. Aim to keep it reasonably 
simple while at the same time realistic.

FEELING ADVENTUROUS
For the more ‘seasoned’ surface whiting 
anglers who wish to create even more of a 
challenge, we are now fortunate enough to 
have ‘  oating’ soft plastics on our lure market 
also. The two inch Gulp Shrimp offerings 
are designed to  oat. They have been very 
cleverly impregnated with microscopic air 
bubbles to keep them on the surface. As one 
would almost expect, these work very well 
on whiting and being a ‘soft’ offering, does 
carry obvious advantages as  sh feel that 
these are the real deal. The trick however is 
to use no lead at all when rigging as this then 
defeats the purpose and the plastic will sink. 
The best method I have found is to feed your 
leader through the plastic itself (using a small 
needle), and attach a small size 14 stinger 
treble. One point of your treble should neatly 
pin the gulp shrimp and this is just the right 
amount of weight to keep the plastic a  oat 
while at the same time creating a very deadly 

“You’ll often witness prawns skipping 
across the surface with a pack of big, 

hungry whiting hot on their tail”

Using the wind to your 
advantage will help 

achieve long casts and 
cover more ground

Small clear or 

transaprent surface stick 

baits imitate a fl eeing 

crustacean perfectly
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A stud whiting taken on the 
edge of a sand fl at meeting 

slightly deeper water

set up that will see many  sh successfully 
hooked. The obvious disadvantages with these 
ultra-light soft plastics is that they will sacri  ce 
a small amount of casting distance but the 
entertainment factor is certainly right up there 
with these lifelike little crustacean creations.

USE THE WEATHER
The one factor which largely determines 
the success of our angling adventures is the 
weather. While it will very often stop boats 
from heading out, we can actually use poorer 
weather conditions to our advantage by 
wading the  ats. Wind is often our number one 
enemy but by standing with the wind at your 
back you will achieve great casting distance 
and often reach areas you may have thought 
not possible. Another often overlooked fact 
is that with a slight ‘chop’ across the water’s 
surface (created by the wind),  sh can often 
feed far more aggressively.

Wandering the  ats in search of whiting is 
not without its challenges but on the whole 
it provides limitless fun and often a great 
feed of one of our  nest eating  sh around. 
Do not place this form of angling on the ‘to 
do’ list, get out there and do it NOW and take 
advantage of some of the best free  shing 
entertainment going.!  

The 8mm Berkley 3B Scum 
Dog surface walker is a very 
effective whiting lure

TOPWATER WHITING
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1300 463 463 gme.net.au

IS YOUR 
EPIRB 
DUE TO BE 
REPL ACED ?

† Source: Australian Maritime Safety Authority
*  66% of all beacons detected and determined as ‘Real Distress’ by AMSA during the 12 months 

from the 1st of July 2012 to the 30th of June 2013 were GME brand beacons. N.B.  A Personal 
Locator Beacon (PLB) is not a substitute for a 406 MHz EPIRB.

Next time you’re out on your boat, double check 
the expiration date of your EPIRB. 

If it has expired, or is approaching expiration, contact 
your local Authorised GME Dealer and discuss options for 
replacement, including updating to the latest GPS equipped 
model from GME. With a GPS equipped EPIRB, you will be 
located faster, and rescue authorities will be able to reach 
you sooner. It could save your life.

More Australian rescues 
start with GME than 
with any other brand*

GPS 
EQUIPPED

beacons can locate 
you within 20 mins

NON-GPS 
beacons can take 

up to 5 hrs†

M
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  THE

Luke Galea recalls an epic outer 
Barrier Reef adventure with new 
friends and a tonne of quality fi sh
WORDS AND IMAGES BY LUKE GALEA

TRAVEL
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W
hen we stop and 
think about our 
individual perceptions 
of paradise, we  nd 
that our imaginations 
will run wild and free 
without barriers or 

constraint. However, it is an uncanny 
fact that the vast majority of us will 
envisage a scene set around the 
water. Whether it be the crystal clear 
waters cascading down a boulder 
strewn rainforest stream, drinking 
rum in a hammock under palm trees 

on a deserted island somewhere or 
the azure blue waters of the Great 
Barrier Reef - many of us think very 
much along the same lines. For me 
personally, the outer Great Barrier 
Reef features right at the top of an 
extensive bucket-list of locations and 
I  nd it a very exciting prospect that 
much of it remains virtually un  shed. 
After all, the de  nition of paradise is 
any place of signi  cant beauty and 
perfection. I’m pretty sure that the 
GBR quali  es under that de  nition, 
aren’t you?

I recently had the pleasure of  shing 
a few of the outer reefs off Mackay 
on a 4 day charter aboard the vessel 
“San Miguel” (part of the operations 
of Northern Conquest Charters) and 
to sum it up perfectly, it was like the 
sun, moon and earth aligned to give 
us a piscatorial adventure of epic 
proportions and one that I will not 
soon forget. Ten blokes from Mackay, 
Brisbane and Sydney departed 
the Mackay Marina on July 22nd, 
2015 and as soon as we boarded 
the vessel and met the friendly 
crew, the beers flowed and the 
playful sledging began. It was a 
great feeling to know that we were 
about to embark on an awesome 
adventure, culminating from the 
past six months of planning and 
many sleepless nights in the lead 
up. The vibe was electric and the 
excitement was through the roof.

To make it better, the wind 
forecast for the following 4 days was 
sensational with 5-10knot variables 
scheduled for the entire trip (closer to 
5 knots actually). The weather as we 
all know is enough to make or break 
a trip and if you were able to see a 
whole years worth of daily weather 
forecasts and you could choose any 
4 days in that year to  sh, I’m sure 
these would have been the 4 days of 
weather you would have voluntarily 
chosen. By sheer luck we managed to 
 uke it and this certainly allowed us 

to  sh better grounds further a  eld 
and also allowed us to  sh for longer 
periods before sheltering for the 
night. Booking a charter more than 
six months in advance, you just have 
to take whatever the weather gods 
dish up for you when the time comes 
and make the best of the situation. We 
couldn’t have picked it any better.

Whales were absolutely 
everywhere by the way. Not a 
bad addition to a great trip

AND SO IT BEGINS...

The very fi rst fi sh 
caught on the trip

When you wake up 
to this... how can 
you not be excited 
about the day ahead

Little trout such as this one were 

one of the prevalent species caught 

amidst the shallow shoaly reefs

A cracking sailfi sh lays 
on the deck after being 
unexpectedly hooked on a 
trolled mackerel lure

TRAVEL
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Cameron (the cook) 
hooked up on my light gear

An awe-inspiring 
fi sh... enough said

Cameron (the cook)

Quite a few large cod were 
caught on this trip. All of these 
fi sh were released after a few 

photos were taken

GETTING BENT!
After steaming through the evening 
and anchoring up around midnight, we 
woke up the next morning to a sea so 
 at that you could have been forgiven 

for thinking you were on a lake 
somewhere. Skipper Luke, dropped 
the anchor and shortly after we were 
 shing in 20m of gin-clear water. We 

were over 80 nautical miles out to sea 
and  shing the productive waters just 
south of Pompey Reef.

Luke put us on the  sh from the 
get-go, with bent rods all over the back 
deck and healthy numbers of red throat 
emperor and coral trout coming aboard 
in regular and consistent succession. 
The trickys and trout were certainly 
more prevalent in the shallower 
shoaly/reefy areas and were the main 
species that were landed off this mark. 
As many people would know, both 
are excellent eating with coral trout 
actually being my personal favourite in 
terms of table  sh.

When the bite slowed, the skipper 
upped the anchor and went on the 
quest to  nd us more  sh. We didn’t 
have to wait long due to the abundance 

of solid marks within a relatively 
small area. This time however we were 
 shing a pinnacle in over 50 metres of 

water in search of large red emperor 
and nannygai.

Baits and plastics (well my plastic, 
everyone else was using bait) hit the 
bottom after a bit of an upgrade in lead 
and it wasn’t long before big red  sh 
were on the way up from the bottom. 
The guys upgraded the lead on their 
single hook paternoster rigs from 8oz 
to 12oz just to get to the bottom as we 
were  shing signi  cantly deeper and 
the large 6m tides experienced up 
this way were making things a little 
more dif  cult. Most people would use 
a twin hook setup on their bluewater 
paternoster rigs but given the fact we 
spent a considerable amount of time 
 shing in yellow zones, where a single 

hook/single rod per person is the law, 
we opted to  sh with the single option 
so we didn’t have to change over all 
the time pending the zone, or even 
worse be using a rig in a zone that is 
against legislative requirements if we 
forget to change back.
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“It was a cracker of a sailfi sh and we sat for a 
moment and stared in awe at this majestic creature, 

lit up in an iridescent blue”



There were a couple of really 
memorable moments on this trip 
and one of these occurred early on 
the  rst day when the father and son 
combination of Steve and Alex Smith 
both hooked up to and landed 2 quality 
red emperor at the same time. Both 
of these guys had never caught a red 
emperor before and as it so happened, 
they were actually giving each other 
cheek prior to this commenting that 
the other person would have to swim 
home if the other caught a bigger red 
than them. Alex was the  rst to hook 
up and then Steve was next to do so 
whilst Alex’s  sh was still on its way 
to the surface. It was actually Alex’s 
18th birthday and what better birthday 
present could he have possibly asked 
for than hooking his  rst red emperor 
side by side with his old man. The 
script couldn’t have been better if I 
wrote it myself as they landed quality 
reds at the same time. The whole boat 
shared in the elation of this special 
moment. This spot proved to be a 
gold mine for trophy sized  sh too. 
Many large tuskies, nannygai, grassy 
sweetlip, coral trout, cod and red 
emperor where landed off this mark.

Quality  sh coming aboard the deck 

in frequent succession was the norm for 
the afternoon before we anchored up 
in the lagoon for the night. The  shing 
slowed once in the lagoon but it wasn’t 
the overall goal to  sh with the same 
tenacity after dark anyway. Most of us 
were buggered and were happy to have 
a good feed, a few beers and chew the 
fat about the day that was. One keen 
bloke by the name of Adam noticed a 
few squid hanging around the lights 
of the boat and managed to land a few 
nice specimens. Needless to say that 
fresh calamari starred in a seafood 
plate alongside sashimi coral trout and 
prawns the following afternoon.

The next day we  shed marks 
around Chauvel and Goble reefs where 
we landed great quantities of similar 
quality  sh. At one point, I lent another 
one of my spin combo’s to Cameron 
(the cook, who also happens to be a 
mad keen  sho) to try. Now given the 
environment we were in I deemed this 
combo to be crazy light and considered 
not even bringing it along to be honest. 
It was pretty much barra gear. It was 
an epic battle leveraging his  rst  sh 
out of 50m of water on light gear with a 
quality red emperor around the 6-7kg 
mark the reward for this epic  ght.

What happened next was truly 
unbelievable. I have failed to mention 
that a trolling lure was often deployed 
when travelling in between marks. 
The speed at which San Miguel travels 
between marks in close proximity 
made for an ideal trolling speed, and 
it certainly is an added bonus to the 
punters if you can mix things up a 
bit between quality bottom  sh with 
some pelagic speedsters. This trolling 
lure (a large halco laser pro from 
memory) accounted for a few Spanish 
mackerel and mac-tuna throughout 
the trip with the latter utilised as 
awesome bottom bait. 

The next time the ratchet on the 
Shimano Tyrnos screamed, we thought 
it was another one of the same, but then 
to everyone’s surprise, a bill  sh leapt 
twice right out the back of the boat. 
I was the  rst to see it and initially 
called it for a small marlin. Mind you 
I thought my eyes were deceiving me. 
The closest bloke to the rod grabbed 
it and the  ght was on. The deck was 
cleared of rods and clutter and we were 
all ordered upstairs and out of the way 
to give the lucky guy who grabbed the 
rod the best chance at landing this  sh 
of a lifetime. After a few screaming 

runs the big sail  sh (not marlin) was 
boat-side where one of the deckies 
(Batesy) grabbed the raspy bill and 
swung him aboard. We couldn’t believe 
what was laying in front of us. It’s 
always those unexpected catches that 
mean so much and it was so awesome 
to witness this epic catch…. and on 
a hard body! It was excellent to see 
the crew taking great care of this  sh 
by promptly running the deck wash 
into its mouth and out if its gills so it 
could be released in top condition. It 
was a cracker of a sail  sh and we sat 
for a moment and stared in awe at this 
majestic creature which was lit up in an 
iridescent blue.

SEEING RED

NO WAY!

r 

e

iridescent blue.

Not bad for an 

afternoon snack 

hey. Fresh calamari 

caught from the night 

before, sashimi coral 

trout caught about 2 

hours earlier and the 

humble prawn too

Check out the cool 

mohawak on this tusky

Chinaman fi sh fi ght like 
a train but unfortunately 
contain ciguatera toxin, so 
need to be released

Now that’s a pretty impressive 
fi sh considering it was pulled 
out of 50m of water

The author with a little 
coral trout. Undoubtedly 

one of the best eating 
fi sh in the sea
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Now, I cut my teeth on  shing with 
bait growing up as a kid, but since 
being introduced to lures roughly 12 
years ago, they have been my bread 
and butter. In fact I would go as far 
to say that I have probably only used 
bait a dozen or so times in the last 10 
years. On this trip I started off using 
a combination of large paddle tail, 
grub tail and jerk minnow style soft 
plastics as well as a few metal jigs. Now 
despite the fact that I still landed a 
bunch of great  sh on these arti  cials, 
baits certainly managed to get more 
 sh. Now I believe there are a couple 

of reasons for this. One being the fact 
that out of 10 punters, I was the only 
person using arti  cials. Given the fact 
that bait gives off more of an attractant 
in terms of actual smell and this was 
what 90% of the offerings were that 
were in the water, then it was quite 
hard to keep up with the majority and 
 sh were more drawn to those.

What I will also say is that I did 
manage to get the majority of my  sh 
at the  rst location where my 2oz-4oz 
jigheads easily made it to the bottom 
in 20 metres of water. Once we moved 
to the deeper country and started 
targeting big red  sh on pinnacles in 
50m, then it was really hard to keep 
bottom with my plastics, even with my 
heaviest jigheads (4oz). Remembering 
that the bait  shing guys were now using 
12oz leads, there was no way I could 
keep up so instead of persisting with soft 
plastics and wasting the opportunity to 
capitalise on awesome weather to catch a 
few, I had to reluctantly make the change 
to bait (not that there is anything wrong 
with that however, it’s just not what 
I personally prefer to use anymore). 
I did have a bit of fun with heavy 
metal jigs on a few trevally though. 
Although they’re great fun to catch and 
an excellent sport  sh, I don’t rate them 
highly in the edibility stakes.

JOINING THE PARTY

A proud moment. Father and 
son double header reds with 
Steve and Alex Smith. Both 
these guys had never caught a 
red emperor prior to this trip

Decky Batesy doing what 
he does so well – fi lleting 

some of our catch
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San Miguel is a spacious 65 foot 
“Conquest” that forms part of the 
operations at Northern Conquest 
Charters. It is licensed to carry 
up to 12 clients plus 4 crew which 
consists of the Captain, a cook and 2 
decky’s. In addition to San Miguel, 
the  eet also consists of vessels 
“Sir Reel” and “Reelistic”, so they 
really cater well to the individual 
needs of the client and the species 
they want to target, pending on the 
vessel and time of year. I also love 
the fact that there are multiple dory’s 
available upon request. This way 
while some bloke’s bottom bounce 
deep pinnacles with plastics and 
jigs, others may opt to pop for big 
GT’s in the reefy lagoon or along the 
reef edge. They operate primarily 
out of Townsville however are now 
running trips to the north around 
Princess Charlotte Bay and also out 
of Mackay for a couple of months of 
the year as well. 

We all came together as strangers 
prior to this trip but we all left as 

great mates. Some epic  sh were 
caught and you seriously could 
not have asked for better weather 
over a 4 day period. The crew were 
absolutely outstanding and were 
another reason why the trip was so 
enjoyable. For me, it is all about the 
one percenters, those little things 
that make the big difference. The 
deckies (Batesy and Karl) seriously 
did not stop for 15 hours straight, 
Luke the skipper worked hard to 
continually put us on the fish, and 
big Cam cooked up a mean feed 
for us every time without fail. 
Batesy and Karl epitomised the true 
meaning of the word “decky”. If 
they weren’t unhooking everyone’s 
fish, they were untangling knots, 
preparing bait, making up rigs or 
filleting our fish. I particularly like 
the fact that they take excellent care 
of our prized fish as well with all 
fish despatched to a snap-freeze 
salty brine prior to being stored in 
the deep freezer. Like I said, it’s the 
one percenters. 

Live It... Breathe It...  

A LITTLE ABOUT THE CHARTER

 Did I tell you Batesy had a 
wicked sense of humour? 
Here he is paying me out as I 
battle a jigged up trevally

You can tell this fi sh is not far out of its 
juvenile phase with the presence of it’s 

vertical red stripes. These are lost once 
the fi sh becomes a mature adult
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“We all came together 
as strangers prior to 

this trip but we all left 
as great mates”

The San Miguel is a beautifully 

appointed mothership
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For Information

Phone Mobile: 0404 485 006  -  Email: phil@barratours.com.au
www.barratours.com.au

Phil’s Affordable

BARRA TOURS
We arrange and include everything from your capital city 
airport to Darwin, VIP transfers to and from your Quality 

Darwin accommodation, pick up for your fi shing
safari by our professional fi shing guide, all meals

and accommodation on location.
PLUS we save you money!!!

STIll taking bookings - for the 2016 Run-off

Bucket List of Barra Adventures
Bathurst Island

Bynoe Harbour

Dhipirri 
Lodge,

Arnhem Land

Broome
Daly River

South Alligator

Dundee Beach

Finniss River

Kimberly Coast

Shady Camp

Corroboree Billabong

Melville Island
Mother ShipCoastal Rivers & Creek

Melville Island, NT

Shady Camp, NT Dundee/Finniss River, NT

Dhipirri, Arnhem Land, NT



If there is a more enjoyable way of 
catching bream than sight fi shing the 

edges, we want to know about it! 
Here’s a few tips on getting it done

BY ADAM NICOLSON

LIFE ON
EDGE
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P
ulling up well short of the point, we deployed 
the electric motor and quietly crept in to 
the prominent point until we were within 
casting distance. It was very shallow but not 
surprisingly, there was a huge amount of life 
cruising around the mix of shale, tree roots and 
oyster covered rocks. A quick glance through 
some quality polarised lenses and we could get 

a good idea of what species were there and which ones 
looked like a good target. A long accurate cast is made to 
a  sh just moving out from the cover of a piece of fallen 
timber and the instant it splashes down, the bream moves 
in for a look. Twitch… pause, and “crack”…. he nails it with 
gusto and powers off for the timber he just came from. 

The visual aspect to  shing edges is de  nitely what 
makes it so exciting and the fact that the  sh are generally 
very aggressive if you approach the area without spooking 
them, makes it all the more fun. These edges are highways 
for many species that rely on the cover to move about the 
estuary and they also offer a good variety of food at the 
same time. Everything from various species of cockle and 
worms to small bait  sh and tiny crustaceans are abundant 
in these areas and the bream love nothing more than 
hunting them hard in the shallow water where their prey’s 
getaway is restricted.

“Twitch… pause, and “crack”… he nails it with gusto 
and powers off for the timber he just came from” 

WHAT EDGE IS BEST?
That’s a broad question with a broad answer but the quick 
answer is the one with  sh on it. The idea of  shing edges 
is it’s mostly sight casting to cruising  sh so it’s fair to 
say that a good glance in the likely spots should reveal a 
few  sh darting about and any edge that is holding  sh is 
worth  shing. 

It’s not always that simple though. Some of the  sh can 
be sitting in slightly deeper water and sight casting isn’t an 
option. That doesn’t mean there aren’t signs to look for though 
and even if the  sh can’t be seen right up in the shallows, any 
signs that  sh have been there at some stage is a good sign that 
the  sh are still in the area – most likely in deeper water. Look 
for ‘digs’  rst – these are a great sign that  sh actively feed in 
the area. If you’re unfamiliar with what a ‘dig’ is, it’s basically 
a small patch of sand that has been turned over where bream 
have been burying their nose in the sand trying to  ush out a 
feed. They’re usually after worms and crustaceans here and 
they get very excited when they feed in areas that produce 
these. Often you can actually catch a  sh in the act with their 
tail up. If you can roll a lure past their nose then you’re in with 
a very good chance. Even if there is just evidence of the digs 
though, it’s de  nitely worth working over the deeper sections 
as they may be just waiting for a tide to rise so they can push 
further up the bank. 

Digs aside, keep in mind all the things that bream love. 
Mangrove roots covered in cockles will usually hold bream 
nearby and if you can spot crushed up shells in the area then 
it’s a sure bet. Schools of small bait  sh or holes dug by small 
crustaceans are another good sign that you’re on the money.  

If sighting  sh in the shallows or various food items for 
 sh is not an option because it’s too deep or too murky, 

use that all important tool, technology. For anyone serious 

TIPS & TECH
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If you fi nd a fi sh of this 

size, you want to hope 

there’s not too much 

structure around

The Bassday Sugar Pen is a 
very popular topwater lure. 
This colour is right up there 

with the top performers

A good pair of polarised 
sunnies go a long way 
towards spotting the 
fi sh before they spot you



about their estuary  shing, side scanning sonar is worth its 
weight in gold. Most marine electronic brands have their 
own version of this and the technology is so re  ned these 
days that you’d be mad not to have it on board. Most are 
very affordable too and many are included with your unit. 
With a bit of tuning, those in the know are able to sit well 
off the bank and pinpoint certain areas holding  sh and 
ping casts into the precise area without spooking the  sh by 
getting too close. If you don’t have access to this technology, 
I’d encourage anyone to look into it if it’s affordable.

FISH THE TIDES
Tides are very relevant when chasing  sh in the shallows 
on the edge wherever you are  shing. They have generally 
pushed into these areas for a short amount of time with the 
tide so it’s necessary to coordinate your edge sessions. 

On the lower tides, many of these  ats and edges are 
exposed or are at least very shallow so they become 
impossible for the  sh to move onto so it makes sense that the 
highest part of an edge would be best targeted at the top of 
the tide as the  sh are taking the short opportunity to graze 
on whatever food is up there. Work lures that are effective in 
shallow water, work them tight to the bank and keep your 
eyes peeled. This is when the sight  shing is at its best.

As the tide recedes, your approach should be focussed 
further out in those areas that will not become exposed. 
Adjust your lures to work the deeper sections out from the 
banks that will become exposed. Now is a great time to 
start looking at digs in the deeper water and also any other 
likely  sh holding things like weed beds and channels 
running from the bank.

Shaded areas can yield a 
better bite when the sun 

gets higher in the sky

Don’t be surprised when that 
small fi sh you saw in the 
shallows grows when you get 
it to the boat. Sighting fi sh 
can be very deceiving
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THE APPROACH
The most crucial part of the equation is the approach. Any 
 sh that are risking hunting out in the open water on a 

shallow  at are naturally going to be on high alert. Birds of 
prey are the main concern for them however they’ll spook 
at as much as a shadow from an overhanging tree branch 
so you can imagine the mass evacuation at noises such as 
outboards, anchors and human voices. 

Your best bet to approach a good edge is to cut the 
outboard well away from where you want to  sh and motor 
in quietly under an electric motor or the drift of the wind. 
If you don’t have the luxury of an electric motor, be a bit 
more selective about the edges you  sh so that you can use 
the wind to your advantage and drift alongside the bank 
instead of being pushed into it. 

Outboards aside though, there are still so many more 
noises that need to be addressed if you’re to increase your 
chances on these spooky  sh. The clunk of the electric 
motor as it’s clicked into position is a big one as is even 
just using the electric on high speed. It may not seem like 
a lot of noise to you but remember that noise travels well 
through water and the  sh are sensitive to the slightest 
vibrations. Many tournament anglers are now using a 
trolling motor prop nut which muf  es some of the noise 
associated with operating electric motors. They seem to 
work well however this is taking stealth very seriously and 
simply slowing the speed down should be good enough. 
Other noises such as heavy feet on the deck of the boat and 
loud talking will all put the  sh off too.

Once you’ve got the noise levels down, long and 
accurate casts to  sh that are actively feeding will yield 
the best results.

TIPS & TECH
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Cranka Crabs do 
well around any 
sort of structure

Long casts to areas 

well ahead of the boat 

is the best way to 

approach a likely edge

Atomic Hardz Shad 50 
are a great minnow style 

suspending lure for 
working deeper water



WHAT LURES WORK?
I have always associated edge  shing with diving 
hardbodies and in general they seem to be a choice that’s 
pretty hard to beat however I  nd myself throwing more 
crustacean style lures these days such as Cranka Crabs and 
also a lot of shrimp style plastics and using much more 
subtle techniques. Also if the time is right, it’s pretty hard to 
turn up the opportunity to throw some surface lures. Most 
of all, it’s worth noting that your lure style should really 
depend on the ground you’re  shing, the area you’re  shing 
geographically, the time of day and the species you’re after. 

SOME GREAT DIVING HARDBODIES FOR FISHING EDGES ARE:
• Ecogear SX40
• Jackall Chubby 38
• Lucky Craft Flash Minnow 65
• Daiwa Double Clutch 60
• Atomic Hardz Shad 40
• Pontoon 21 Crackjack 58
• Smith Jade SP 43
• Megabass Live X Smolt
• Nories Laydown Minnow
• Bassday Kangoku Shad 45

SOME GREAT SOFT PLASTICS FOR USE ON THE EDGES ARE:
• ZMan 2 inch grubZ
• Berkley Gulp 2 inch Shrimp
• Damiki Monster Miki 2.5 inch
• Keitech Crazy Flapper 2.8 inch
• Fish Arrow Flash J 2 inch Shad
• ZMan 2.5 inch Slim SwimZ

SURFACE LURES AND OTHER GOODIES:
• Cranka Crabs
• OSP Bent Minnow
• Bassday Sugar Pen
• Megabass Dog-X Junior
• Atomic K9

These are all just a very small range of lures that have 
become quite popular for working the shallow edges 
but the amount of lures being produced for this sort of 
situation now means you could just about  sh with a new 
but still effective lure every day of the week. There are 
just so many good lures to choose from!

“The visual aspect is defi nitely 
what makes this so exciting” 
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RETRIEVE TECHNIQUES
Retrieve varies a lot with different lures but generally we’re 
looking at fairly aggressive  sh so it’s best to assume that 
with the right lure selection and the lure being noticed by 
the  sh, you should see a fairly quick response from the 
 sh. There are no reaction bites here - if the  sh has clearly 

noticed the presentation and is not interested, it’s safe to say 
you need to change lures. 

Generally with most styles, a fairly aggressive retrieve 
is going to work well but each angler will  sh each lure 
differently with the common factor to success being 
con  dent in the way you’re working it. Here’s a few 
styles that seem to work well and some lure styles to 
match them with:

AGGRESSIVE RETRIEVES
By aggressive, we’re talking about actively working your 
lure to get a speci  c action out of it, not speci  cally being 
overly fast or hard. Suspending minnow styles generally 
work pretty well with a twitch and pause routine as 
the twitch really  res the  sh up and due to them being 
suspending, the pause keeps the lure in front of them. They 
just love to attack a suspended lure on the pause. 

Other soft plastics such as minnows and grubs will 
generally fair well with a simple yet deliberate lift and 
pause and I usually apply this to just about any plastic with 
a healthy tail action. The take is almost always on the drop 
so watching the line carefully is important if you’re going 
to convert more bites. 

SUBTLE RETRIEVES
Floating minnows and chubbies usually fall into this 
category. Basically a slow retrieve without utilising any 
pauses or twitches works pretty well with these. Pausing a 
 oating lure causes it to shoot back to the surface and the 
 sh will often shy away. If you’re using the right lure, the 
 sh will usually commit pretty quickly. 

DEAD STICKING
This one is usually saved for those very subtle lures such 
as creature baits, small shrimp styles and crab patterns and 
involves very little more than a slow sink and at the most 
a few very small twitches of the line without moving the 
lure off the mark. The best approach to this technique is to 
sight cast to  sh that are feeding well. Make sure the cast 
is accurate and that the  sh notices the lure by the splash. 
Because you’re imparting very little action to it, if the  sh 
doesn’t hear or feel the lure splash down, there’s a good 
chance it will go unseen.

y

AGGRESSIVE RETRIEVES

TIPS & TECH
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A big yellowfi n 
bream is a tough 
opponent in 
skinny water



DOES TIME OF DAY MATTER?
Lucky for bream anglers, they are one of those species that 
you are consistently able to catch at just about any hour 
of the day. Fish on the edges however can sometimes be a 
little bit trickier as they’re usually in quite shallow water 
and wary of overhead shadows so when the sun gets a 
bit higher, they can get a bit tough. As it gets later, look 
for those spots where the whole edge is already cast in a 
shadow and you should be able to  nd  sh throughout the 
whole day. 

Fishing surface lures on the other hand is a different 
matter and as like just about any form of light tackle surface 
luring, early morning’s and late afternoon always present the 
best opportunity for a heightened period of activity on top.    

“Summer is the best 
time to fi nd those 

active fi sh hunting in 
often gin clear water” 

MAXIMISING CHANCES 
It’s not uncommon to have a blinder day on the  ats and 
only use one or two lures – sometimes the  sh can be that 
aggressive. Other days, the  sh might not be so willing so 
it’s important to use every trick you have up your sleeve. 
If the  sh aren’t keen on what you’re offering them, mix it 
up regularly until you get it right. Sometimes it’s just one 
or two particular  sh that aren’t interested in a lure that 
most others are. Again, it’s very important to stay  exible in 
your approach and the easiest way to do this is to have two 
or three rods on hand so you can quickly throw a range of 
lures at the one cruising  sh if need be. 

Being able to maximise the time you have a lure in the 
water is big too so little things like being ef  cient at tying 
knots quickly makes all the difference. Or you could go the 
lure clip route – a lot of  shos aren’t keen on these however 
there are a lot of very successful bream anglers that would 
disagree. Being able to clip on a new lure in a matter of a 
few seconds is a huge advantage so long as the clip doesn’t 
negatively affect the lures action or the  sh’s reaction to it. 

Of all forms of luring for bream, sight casting the edges 
would have to be one of the most rewarding and also 
productive. Summer is the best time to  nd those active  sh 
hunting in often gin clear water so get out there and give it 
a go this season.   

Sighting a pair of fi sh 
like this is about as 

good as it gets

Keep a good distance 
off the edge to avoid 

spooking wary fi sh
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FLY FISHING
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Wayne and wife pack the long wands 
and head to Exmouth for a taste of 

some world class fl y rod fodder
WORDS AND IMAGES BY WAYNE KAMPE

BYFLY
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W
ith a couple of keen  y anglers under the 
one roof, wife Denise and I are always on 
the lookout for new  y  shing adventures. 
There are ample options:  y rods range 
from 4 to 15 in weight so we’ve been 
there and done some! We’ve  shed New 
Zealand’s South Island many times, most of 
Queensland’s fresh and salt water hot spots 

as well, with Weipa visited seven times, twice with the boat.  
 Summer of ‘14 it was Tassie. Great place, great time, but 

the trout were tricky. It was due; we were a bit cocky with 
trout and the  sh were angler savvy. Mr Speckles: “What 
sort of  y is that? Don’t like it!” Smart little buggers.

Barra on  y are always a fortnight of fun in spring but 
while talking with your humble Editor Adam about my 
slight  y  shing obsession and how much I’d really, really, 
really like to see a bill  sh on one of my  y line’s leaders, he 
casually mentioned that there was no better place to make it 
happen than Exmouth, Western Australia. Research into this 
tantalizing topic kept leading to Alan Donald of Fly Fishing 
Frontiers.com who specialized in just what Denise and I had 
in mind: taking a sail  sh or marlin on the long wand.  

This then, was our adventure! Perth is 4,500 kays from 
home in Brisbane, Exmouth some 1270 further north. Yet, 
it’s still right here in Australia hence no passports, no 
exchange rates, no hassles! This I liked. I liked it even more 
when Alan explained he had a week long slot available 
last September. A  urry of emails sorted out a  rm 
commitment with Alan, next were air line bookings, then 
accommodation, tackle and  ies. We’re sorted!!!    

IN PERSPECTIVE
Since I started  y  shing forty years ago, things have 
changed a lot. Where once were trout, now everything up 
to, and including the mighty marlin are  y rod fodder. 
True, too that  y rodders are spoiled for choice right here 
in our own country. In the sweet water, there’s trout by the 
tonne down south, big barra busting lines in Queensland’s 
dams, bass from Bairnsdale to Bundaberg in Queensland 
plus those within impoundments.

Yet, it’s the briney bruisers that offer best chance of a 
really wide variety of big  sh as many species right up and 
down the coast are easily accessed from trailer craft. Up in 
the Northern Territory and the Gulf, everything seems to 
be bigger, more plentiful,  y  shing a buzz. On the down 
side, there’s a hot climate, mozzies also buzz (often worst 
in winter’s cooler weather) while crocs seem to be getting 
more and more bad press.  

But now I’ve seen Exmouth, I reckon if we combined the 
very best of what the far northern sports  sheries and our 
east coastal hot spots can offer – and then add some - wrap 
it up in a coastal venue that’s refreshingly up market yet 
by no means overdone, this Western Australian town is the 
jewel in the crown of our country’s  y angling prospects.  
With a latitude that sees a warm temperate climate not 
plagued by extended wet seasons, with crocs and mozzies 
out of the picture, it offers the serious  y rod angler a 
chance to tangle with some of the biggest and best  y 
catchable  sh in our country. 

PREMIUM 
FISHING TIMES
JANUARY TO MARCH

BONEFISH, QUEENIES, SAILFISH, 
BLACK MARLIN, COBIA.

JANUARY TO APRIL

PERMIT AND GIANT TREVALLY

JANUARY TO MAY

VARIOUS TUNA SPECIES 
ABUNDANT 

APRIL TO DECEMBER

GOLDEN TREVALLY

AUGUST TO DECEMBER

PERMIT, QUEENIES, SAILFISH, 
TUNA, COBIA, BLACK MARLIN
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Permit are par for the course 
with Alan Donald. Can’t say 
we had the same success

The waiting 
game begins. 
Denise in action

Spardean tube fl ies are 
Exmouth specifi c and the bill 
fi sh we tangled with took the 
fl ies without hesitation



“Exmouth offers the serious fl y rod angler a chance to tangle with 
some of the biggest and best fl y catchable species in our country”

TOPOGRAPHY AND BLUE WATER 
EQUALS BIG FISH  
As the western most extremity of our big continent, 
Exmouth, on the North West Cape promontory, and 
with a population of around 2500 folk, enjoys a heady  
combination of topography plus fantastically  sh rich 
waters that seems to draw  sher folk back like iron  lings 
to a magnet.  The town’s freely accessed by  ights from 
Perth to nearby Learmonth, which is around twenty 
minutes drive from Exmouth, while a sealed road also 
connects Perth to the south.    

Anglers will  nd all the big hitters here and what’s more 
- never far from shore; from game  sh that are arguably 
the pinnacle of any angler’s  y  shing life right down to 
more plentiful but nonetheless very desirable  y targets in 
quite sheltered waters. And again I stress: it’s right here in 
Australia. Don’t pack the passport, this is home grown  y 
 shing of the highest order! 

Working top down there’s all Australian species of 
bill  sh, Spaniards, wahoo, mahi mahi, yellow  n tuna, and 
cobia: all in deep blue water within clear sight of the coast. 
As the Continental Shelf’s around ten clicks from the beach 
there’s very deep cobalt blue water on the western side of 
the Exmouth promontory which means there’s no need to 
board a massive game boat to see a bill  sh at the  y.  Trailer 
boats can be launched at Tantabidi on the western side 
in easterly/south easterly weather or alternatively within 
the main Exmouth marina in westerly breezes. No matter 
which option is chosen,  y rods are kept ready for use as 

soon as the boat’s on the plane. It’s that sort of place. 
And there are plenty of opportunities for the shore based 

 y angler as well with rocks around the Cape as well as 
excellent beach areas, easily accessed from the sealed road 
running down the west side of the Cape to Yardie Creek. 
Where Ninglaoo reef comes close to the shore, there’s 
serious  y  shing on tap, the sort of  shing that demands 
at least an eight weight rod for success. Note there are a few 
green zones: easily sorted out with a visit to the Exmouth 
Visitor Centre where a listing is on hand.  

FABULOUS NINGALOO 
Around the mangrove areas within Exmouth Gulf 
proper there are barra, jacks, giant trevally just to name 
some likely starters. Around the corner there’s the world 
famous Ningaloo Reef with its huge expanses of inshore 
 ats, coral outcrops, plus immense sections of sheltered 

lagoon  shing. Here bone  sh, permit, stacks more trevally, 
queenies, emperor and other reef dwelling  y raggers are 
on the job, depending on the day and tidal state. With much 
of the lagoon’s water depth ranging from 1.5 to 3 metres, 
stalking and sight  shing to some highly prized species 
– especially the permit and bones - is a huge bonus to the 
serious  y angler, especially if sight  shing’s the name of 
the game.   

For the record I did not make one cast to any  sh, in a 
week of  shing at Exmouth for some fourteen species of 
 sh landed, that was not sighted  rst. To my mind that’s 

what premium  y angling is all about!

Emperor on fl y: great for our 
barbecue that night!
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EXMOUTH ECSTASY
Our week at Exmouth commenced after an eight hour 
 ight from Brisbane involving a short stop at Perth. Alan 

Donald met us at Learmonth and drove us to town and 
our accommodation. Alan runs a 6.2 metre Tru-Line centre 
console rig with a 115 Yamaha. Set up with fore and aft 
casting decks it’s perfect for  ats, lagoon and Exmouth’s blue 
water  y  shing. For the record Al’s an accomplished  y 
angler himself and takes a very keen interest in all  y  shing 
whether it’s picking off a golden trevally or permit sneaking 
beside a bottom stirring stingray on a clear water  at or 
coaxing a bill  sh within  y casting range when it’s hell bent 
on destroying a teaser he’s trying to retrieve back to the boat.  

He explained our options over a  rst night dinner at 
Whaler’s Restaurant at Exmouth Escape Resort: which 
was great at the time but later I found it near impossible to 
sleep after hearing the mouth watering alternatives. Next 
morning the prevailing light winds offered two options: 
either to launch at the Tantabidi ramp and go for bill  sh 
or exit the town Marina and work the resident manta rays 
outside the harbour for cobia and other  y line stretchers 
that sometimes mooch along with them.  It was our call 
but as our obsession with a bill  sh on  y had burned for 
several years we decided to try to put the  re out. We opted 
for a look at the blue water  rst. 

A LITTLE HISTORY
The drive to Tantabidi, boat in tow, took us past the giant 
– 350m high - military communication towers at North 
West Cape plus several vantage points for tourists keen on 
researching Exmouth’s interesting history which is certainly 
somewhat, ah, different. During World War Two, the United 
States established a submarine re-fuelling base at North West 
Cape in 1942 under the code name of Operation Pot Shot. 
Not overly surprising, the area was subsequently bombed 
by the Japanese but without much effect as it turned out. 
Later, in 1967, the sky scraping submarine communication 
towers were built and the town of Exmouth established to 
support the facilities. With the military presence scaling 
down, Exmouth gradually came to rely on tourism with both 
 shing and eco-tourism at the forefront.

For the casual tourist it’s the very clean beaches, Ningaloo 
Reef, the deep blue water right to the shore which support 
whale watching, reef dives, plus whale shark tours as major 
drawcards. And for you and I there’s the  shing: it’s right off 
the planet considering the proximity to town, as well as the 
ease of getting some string well and truly stretched. 

CHALK UP ONE FOR THE OLD BOY
The prevailing low coastal scrub is a feature of the Pilbara 
region and, in truth, it looked pretty harsh en route the 
Tantabidi ramp but there was nothing harsh about the 
colour of the water as the Tru-Line slipped off the trailer 
and we headed out through a break in the reef. Fifteen 
minute’s travel saw the boat in over 100 metres of water and 
a daisy chain of pink squid sliding aft to starboard, a big 
pink pusher loaded with a tuna belly  ap deployed to port 
and, as usual, we commenced trolling at 7 knots per hour.

The  y rod I had at the ready was an IMX twelve weight, 
the four inch TFR reel equipped with 500 metres of Diawa 
J-Braid behind a 12 weight  oating  y line.  A twelve inch 
Spardean tube  y, with snell-linked Gamaskatsu 9/0 and 6/0 
SL12S’s was ready for action and it didn’t take long to occur. 

After spending many sometimes fruitless hours trolling 
waters off the Gold Coast for black marlin in our own 
boat, it came as something as a shock to see a skinny black 
stick belting the daylights out of the pusher to port in less 
than  fteen minutes of  trolling. Bits of belly  ap were 
 ying about as Alan steadfastly cranked the pusher and 

determined attacker back to the boat and then it was engine 
out of gear, the  y cast well behind the boat, and a big dark 
shape cruised casually over and rounded onto it. What 
amazed me so much was not that the  sh had taken the  y 

g

  

CHALK UP ONE FOR THE OLD BOY

“I did not make one cast to any fi sh, in a week of 
fi shing at Exmouth for some fourteen species of 

fi sh landed, that was not sighted fi rst”
but it had done precisely as Al predicted! It turned away 
to inhale the  y which of course allowed me to sink those 
SL12 hooks good and proper with a few hard strikes.  

Headshakes, wickedly fast runs, jumps and more head 
shakes were all part of the billy’s escape plan but thirty  ve 
minutes later we had a 40 odd kilo sail  sh right by the boat 
and under control while the camera and video did their bit 
for posterity. For the record I’ve seen some pretty awesome 
sights on the end of my  y lines over the years but the sight 
of that beautiful big sail  sh, on the tip of his tail and with 
the Spardean  y  apping crazily, took the cake, the box it 
came in, and the server as well!

With many photos taken, the  sh was slowly towed, fully 
revived and released. For me, it could not get better. On 
the wrong side of sixty - I’d  nally kicked my bill  sh goal 
and somewhat rekindled the  ame: that was one almighty 
adrenaline kick. 
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A selection of well 
tied Spardean fl ies. 
These patterns are 

specifi c to Exmouth 
and worth the 

investment

Up close and personal 
with a life-long dream



MANTA MAYHEM 
One of the great things about Exmouth’s blue water  shery 
are the handy options: the town’s location towards the end 
of North West Cape means there’s usually a sheltered side. 
The day after my bill  sh fun, a prevailing westerly saw us 
launching at the town’s marina and heading east for a look 
at some cobia and a bit of sport with them. Now, not every 
 y angler might reckon that being bullied around a boat by 

ten kilos or so of cobia on a nine weight  y out  t is fun, but 
when the  sh is seen, selected, singled out for a shot with the 
 y, it’s exactly that. True, the cobia is always going to really 

turn up the wick when it sees the boat, but that’s what salt 
water  y angling is all about isn’t it? Working tackle and 
technique to the enth degree is where we get our jollies.  

The key to success rested on the broad backs of the manta 
rays just out of town. These blokes were  nning the surface 
in a long wind lane and as each had it’s escort of cobia and 
clinging remora the trick was to cast the  y ahead of the 
manta, allow it to sink (it’s bad form to pin a manta) and 
then hang on tight when a cobia grabbed the  y. Issues 
arose when a hooked cobia did it’s best to stay with Mama 
Manta – some of which then panicked unfortunately - and 
this caused some burnt  ngers and blisters on hands which 
amounted to very hard work right from hook set. At any rate 
with around a half dozen big fat cobes between us, a couple 
of broken leaders from remora craftily grabbing the  y 
then re-attaching themselves (ever tried to stop a half tonne 
manta on a nine weight?), we both reckoned on a change of 
pace so Al headed for one of the nearby islands to show us 
what really clear water and  ats  shing was all about. 

Here, in the lee of an island and with the boat in a sandy 

PERSONAL 
REQUIREMENTS
Exmouth is warm in spring, 
pleasant in winter, and has 
a hot dry climate in summer. 
Sun protective clothing is very 
important all year round while 
plenty of water is part of any day’s 
fi shing along with sunscreen. As 
it’s all sight fi shing, good quality 
sunglasses are important. When 
wading stingers are not an issue 
but small bits of grit and coral 
need management with proper 
foot wear to exclude them. Winter 
nights can be quite cool so don’t 
forget the sleeping bag if camping.

ACCOMMODATION 
OPTIONS
Accommodation ranges from 
deluxe resorts and other top 
shelf digs right down to cabins 
in several caravan parks, or tent 
sites.  Over all, the atmosphere 
within town is very laid back, 
casual, and most importantly 
very friendly.  There are many 
attractions for those not so time 
poor as an adjunct to the fi shing 
or maybe just to recuperate and 
give the arms and back some 
down time between the hard 
yakka on the fi sh.
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Blue water action about 

to begin: launching at 

Tantabidi boat ramp

Denise and friend: this cobia 
tried to keep up with mama 
manta and caused some fl y 

line burns on tender fi ngers



channel quite close to shore, Al cast a big hook-less popper 
over an expanse of reef that stretched seawards for some 
distance. The popper came back with queenies or any one of 
four trevally species hot on it’s tail; so soon as the  y went out 
it was scoffed.   

We also saw permit on three occasions and became very 
excited: permit on  y, hey that’s us! But permit being permit 
they were obviously none too impressed with our casting and 
 ed as the 1/0 Sparwolf crabs landed somewhat roughly near 

them. Al, of course, scored. Memo: re  ne casting before next 
visit! Permit failings aside, we landed queenies, three species 
of trevally, cod, some trigger  sh and carefully placed some 
excellent emperor into the ice bag for a barbecue that night. 

ONE FOR THE GIRL
On the blue water to the west the next day, wife Denise had the 
12 weight  y rod in her hand straight after we cleared Ningaloo 
Reef and slid into the clear, blue water. She reckoned, with three 
100cm–plus- barra to her credit quite recently she was on top of 
her game. As it turned out she needed to be. Time ticked slowly 
by as Al worked canyons, peaks, plus other unseen features 
while the moderate swell we started with gradually increased in 
size with some wind behind it.  Suddenly. An almighty splash! 
The teaser was getting a hiding from a black marlin going 
crazy and it was quietly amusing to see Alan trying to drag the 
teaser, marlin going berko on it, back to the boat. Again, the 
system worked. Teaser in, 115 Yamaha out of gear. Denise cast, 

the  y sinking just as a long dark shape with prominent 
stripes engulfed it and “strike, strike, strike” was the call. 
Al gunned the motor and two, maybe three hundred metres 
of braid sang through the guides as the black jumped at a 
complete right angle to the direction of the braid’s entry into 
the water. This  sh was likely near as heavy as my dear lady 
– and far younger than her 60 plus years - and was to show 
us both just what black marlin on  y tackle are all about.   

The  sh was hauled almost to the boat three times but 
each time powered off with tail walking leaps. Al did an 
almighty job of keeping the Tru-Line perfectly placed to keep 
his angler safe against the now nasty chop but just after the 
hour mark Denise declared herself spent. There was nothing 
left in the tank; it was totally empty of energy. Al advised 
her to keep hold of the rod, have a spell, a drink of water 
and a biscuit. “What about the  sh, won’t he take all that 
hard earned braid?” she asked. Al replied with a grin that 
the marlin was likely more tired than she was and the water 
pressure on the  y line would keep the  sh pretty well in 
check. Again, he had it right; that  sh did not go far at all. 

The break over, she declared the game back on and got 
back into the pump and wind routine. Over forty minute’s 
later the black, estimated to be around  fty to sixty kilos, 
was at the boat with several turns of  y line wrapped 
around it. Not quite what we wanted!  

Al cunningly circled the  sh to free the  y line and 
leader and with the marlin  nally on the surface and totally 
stuffed, Denise led it to the boat.  Al grabbed the leader, 
hauling the  sh close up as I slipped the Olympus into the 
water for a pic but what happened next was beyond belief! 
As Al reached to get hold of the marlin’s bill the hook let go!  
I’ve had a few anticlimaxes in my  shing life but that’s the 
best –or worst – yet. So much work in those far from ideal 
sea conditions, the marlin so near, yet so far away in the 
end. By IGFA Release Rules the  sh was Denise’s and the 
photo I took is there for ever but a couple of boat side pics 
would have really sealed the deal. It was a fairly quiet run 
back to the ramp in the late afternoon light, I can tell you.

the y sinking just as a long dark shape with prominent
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Exmouth ecstasy.  Kampey 
with a new best friend

Al with a Ningaloo 

bonefi sh. Next time it 

will be our turn



“On the wrong side of sixty - I’d fi nally 
kicked my billfi sh goal and rekindled 

the fl ame at the same time”

TACKLE 
REQUIREMENTS
BILL FISH & GIANT TREVALLY 
12 weight fl y rod, a quality large 
arbor reel with at least 400 metres 
50 lb braid as backing behind the 
fl y line. Daiwa j-braid X8 makes 
sense as a 1500m spool can be 
purchased.  Two reel spools are 
an advantage, to be set up with 
both sinking and fl oating fl y lines 
of the best quality. Spardean 
billfi sh tube fl ies - 10” and 12” are 
recommended. 

COBIA, PERMIT, GOLDEN 
TREVALLY, TUNA , QUEENFISH
9 or 10 weight outfi t. Salt water 
quality reel with at least 300 metres 
of braid backing capacity and dual 
spools with both intermediate and 
fl oating lines are best.  
Flies: Sparwolf crabs, 1/0 and 2/0. 
Clousers, Deceivers, Surf Candys, 
poppers also in 1/0 and 2/0

BONE FISH
8 or 10 weight outfi t. S.A Streamer 
Express or equivalent fl y line. Reel 
should have a smooth, low inertia 
and easily started drag system. 
Flies: heavily weighted 1/0 Gotchas 
and shrimp patterns.

For suggested fl ies effective on all 
of these fi sh species see:  
www.saltwaterfl yworkshop.com.au 
as many of these fl ies have been 
developed just for Exmouth.  
Also, Alan Donald of Fly Fishing 
Frontiers has ample fl y gear on 
hand should a visitor be a bit short 
of the right tackle.

GETTING BONED AT NINGALOO
A big south wester blew in the next day putting a 
dampener on virtually all blue water work so we put in 
some time within Ningaloo’s lagoon with the eight weight 
rods. There were golden trevally, small GT’s, the odd 
queenie, ree  es to spare but what put the spark in our 
eyes were those bone  sh. Sleek shiny sided speedsters; 
hard to hook, hard to hold when hooked but Al took some 
pleasure in showing us how it was done. “A bit more 
gently, mates…” With the tidal change, the  sh came in, 
moved on fairly smartly but we certainly had our chances.  
Again, more species speci  c practice for our next trip. And 
trust me, there will be one.

LAST THOUGHTS    
In that one short week we only scratched the surface of 
what Exmouth offers. It’s justly renowned as a world 
class  y rod  shery and given the number of species at 
our disposal and opportunities we had, I was very, very, 
impressed with what we achieved. From what I saw of the 
town and associated infrastructure – which ranges from a 
hospital to supermarkets and many handy retail outlets - is 
geared towards offering the best of  shing experiences for 
the visitor. Certainly, a boat’s necessary for the glamour 
species – same as many other blue ribbon coastal  sheries 
in our country - and visiting anglers are well catered for in 
that regard. Yet, as mentioned earlier, there are plenty of 
areas where  y  shing from the shore would be rewarding.  

Summing up, what these guys over the other side of our 
wonderful country have is a destination that truly provides 
the saltwater  y angler (or any angler for that matter) the 
ultimate destination. Get there! 
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Trigger fi sh are part 
of the fun wherever 

there’s reef areas

After one hour and forty 
minutes, this is as good as 
it got with Denise’s marlin
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SYDNEY
(02) 9890 9111

1/2 Windsor Rd, 
Northmead

BRISBANE
(07) 3274 4222
625 Boundary Rd, 

Coopers Plains

MELBOURNE
(03) 9212 4422
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Dandenong

PERTH
(08) 9373 9999

41-43 Abernethy Rd, 
Belmont
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www.machineryhouse.com.au/MODFISH

“Setting the standard for Quality & Value”

Metal
Working

Sheet Metal
Fabrication
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Working

Cutting
Tools

Machine Tool
Accessories

Measuring
Equipment

Workshop
Equipment

Lifting
Handling

School & Tafe
Equipment

www.machineryhouse.com.au/signup

PAPERLESS WARRANTY
TRACK YOUR ORDERS
EXCLUSIVE OFFERS
LATEST RELEASES

ONLINE PROMOS
CLICK & COLLECT
COMPETITIONS
NEWSLETTERS

$70 FREE
DISCOUNT VOUCHERS
$70 FREE
DISCOUNT VOUCHERS
$70 FREE
DISCOUNT VOUCHERS

- CAM
Staff Member

MODFISH
ONLINE OR INSTORE!

UNIQUE PROMO CODE

Order Code: A332

$299
SAVE $20

VJ-680 - Hydraulic Vehicle 
Positioning Jacks 
• 680kg hydraulic lift per jack

• 270mm max. tyre width

• 620mm max opening

• Sold in pairs

Order Code: A350

$299
SAVE $20

HC-1T 
Hydraulic Engine Crane 
• 1T lifting capacity

• Fold up legs

• 2300mm lift height

2
3
0
0
m

m

SB-200 
Sandblasting 
Cabinet 
• Heavy-duty steel 

cabinet

•  835 x 510 x 360-

550mm blast area

•  Includes light, 

tempered 

glass screen, 

gloves gun 

& ceramic nozzle

Order Code: S289

$330
SAVE $22

Order Code: A001

$80
SAVE $19

TCS-3
Tool Storage 
Cabinet & Seat 
• 406mm seat height

• 3 x drawers with ball 

bearing slides

• 420 x 235mm padded 

seat

• 2 x magnetic side trays

• 360º swivel wheels

Order Code: J043

$365
SAVE $20

Order Code: W240

$429
SAVE $44

Order Code: A344

$129
SAVE $14

Order Code: A374

$250
SAVE $14

APW-140 
Auto Parts Washer Floor Model
• 140 litre tank

• 180 litre/hr 240V pump

• Safety link on lid

• 1060 x 520 x 270mm 

HJ-16DA - Hydraulic Garage 
Jack - Low Profile  
• 1.6 tonne capacity

• Alloy construction

• Dual pump system

• 95-490mm lift height

MINI MIG 180
MIG Welder  
• 35 - 180 Amps

• 240V - 15amp

• Duty cycle 10% @ 180A

• Gas / Gasless

AS-4500
Vehicle Axle Stands  
• 4500kg load capacity

• 408 - 636mm height

• Sold in pairs

Order Code: K006A

$735
SAVE $79

TCH-12D + TRC-7D 
Trade Series Tool Chest & 
Roller Cabinet Package
• Ball bearing slides

• Protective drawer liners

• Key lockable

TCH-12D

• 12 drawer tool chest

• 670 x 445 x 495mm

TRC-7D

• 7 drawer roller cabinet

• 685 x 470 x 1000mm

*Conditions:

• 1 x Free Book per 

Customer.

• Offer only valid with 

these advertised items.
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Learning how to deal with a range of 
different water clarities means you’re 
catching more fi sh in any environment. 
Lubin Pfeiffer shares some of his tips
WORDS AND IMAGES BY LUBIN PFEIFFER

CODE
THE

TIPS AND TECHNIQUE
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W
ater clarity plays a huge part in how I 
decide to tackle a certain  shing scenario. 
You always have to have an open mind as 
a  sher person, some days you’re  shing 
in gin clear waters and other days you’re 
faced with  shing in the mud. The great 
thing is though, there is always a bait or 

lure tactic that can produce the goods. While I always 
prefer to  sh when the clarity is good, seasonal changes 
mean that this is not always an option. Knowing how to 
approach the various types of water and get the best out 
of them will always mean more  sh making it in to the 
net. Here’s 15 of my top tips to get it right no matter what 
the clarity of the water.

The mineral affected water 
in the background severely 
affects the fi sh’s sight. This 

spectacular triple tail found 
the noisy popper though

ttatatataterererr reee
reereelylyyy y ly
TThihihisssshi  
uundndnddd
uughgghghhg

Big lures = big fi sh 

in the Murray River 

where the water can 

be very discoloured

SALT AND FRESH

BRACKISH

TANNIN

Irrespective of whether you’re  shing in salt or fresh 
water you have to understand water clarity. While in 
really clear water, it’s usually easy to pick whether a  sh 
dislikes your offering because you may spot a refusal or 
follow. In dirty water it’s a completely different ball game 
as you have to imagine how the  sh is reacting to your 
lure or bait. There are several types of clarity you may 
 nd in Australian waters:

Brackish waters are usually found in estuary systems 
close to the coast. These are havens for bream, EP’s, 
mulloway and a host of other different species. Brackish 
water usually has around a metre of visbility at best. 
While this only lets a small amount of light in, it is more 
than enough to experience great lure  shing. Of course 
baits work well in these areas too!

My local water near my home in South Australia is a tannin 
creek and is one of my favourite places to cast a lure. 
Tannin water is created from rotting leaf matter which 
leaves the water a tea stained colour. In rivers, tannin water 
usually ranges from moderately clear to quite clear when 
the  ow slows down, but can be constantly clear in lakes 
although it will always have that tea colour to it. Tannin 
coloured lakes are common in Tasmania and other well-
known trout locations. While the  sh respond to a range 
of different colours, I have discovered that white lures are 
very effective and this can be a bit of a constant in most 
tannin waters around the country.

Slower retrieves 
are often better 

in dirty water

TIPS AND TECHNIQUE
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ZMan motor oil is a 
fantastic colour as it is 
heavily UV affected

THE MURRAY RIVERCLEARWATER
The Murray/Darling basin really has its own 
special coloured water, often referred to as ‘Murray 
water’. This is sometimes greenish clear but often it is a 
weak white coffee colour! While the visibility is usually 
under a metre, the nature of our native  sh make it a great 
place to cast noisy and vibrating lures. The commonly 
targeted  sh in the Murray River, cod and golden perch, 
use their lateral lines to great effect. Both lures and baits 
that make a bit of noise will be easily found by the natives. 
For example, when I bait  sh snags for golden perch, I don’t 
like to let the bait just sit there and rely on the scent for the 
 sh to  nd it. I believe it is much more effective to lightly 

bounce the bait on the bottom. This creates a small amount 
of noise which the goldens can hone in on.

When the water is crystal clear, the options are endless as 
to what you can experiment with. For me, I love to  y  sh 
when it is clear, regardless of what species are available. 
There is something incredibly satisfying about creating 
a  y to imitate a certain food item and then seeing 
how the  sh reacts to it. Trout are a perfect example 
of this and they can be found in some amazingly clear 
water at times. With such good eye sight you have to 
get everything right for them to eat, which is a great 
challenge. Some days you may need to change  ies 
several times before they decide they’d like to take it.

A good idea in clear water is to stick to mainly natural 
colours and do your very best to match the hatch. With such 
clear water, lures baits and  ies can be easily scrutinized.

“Knowing how to deal with a range 
of different clarity’s will have you 

well ahead of the rest!”

as its own
ed to as ‘Murray
l b f i i

COLOUR 
CHANGES
There are loads of species of 

fi sh, both north and south, that 

love colour changes. These can 

be formed a number of ways, 

including the tide or freshwater 

run off, and they are always 

worth a cast!
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“Profi le plays a 
huge part in the 

success of the day on 
the water, particularly 

when trolling”
FLASH

PROFILE

Knowing what water you may be faced with, you can 
prepare to make the most of things like  ash. Flash works 
best when the water is clear and you can make the most of 
the available light penetrating the water. Some lures such 
as spinnerbaits rely heavily on  ash for their success. The 
rotating blade not only provides noise but is excellent at 
giving off that irresistible  ash, much like the shimmer of 
a bait school – hence why spinnerbaits are so popular in 
dirty water. Metal jigs are another lure that works on  ash 
which is provided in spades during a high speed retrieve. 
The lure creates a lot of commotion and when moving at 
high speed the  sh have very little time to think about 
anything other than eating the lure!

In the coloured waters of the Murray River, pro  le 
plays a huge part in the success of the day on the water, 
particularly when trolling. Trolling usually takes place in 
water that is  ve or more metres deep and the available 
light in these depths would be next to nothing. This is 
when pro  le is important. The  sh have very little chance 
of seeing the lure as it goes past but if it can feel it, your 
odds increase dramatically. Some of the Aussie made cod 
lures on the market these days just have to be seen to be 
believed, they just get bigger and bigger! This is a good 
thing though as it gives the cod something worth striking 
at when it can’t see it.

FISHING FLOODWATER
Every now and then we are faced with  shing in really 
dirty, post-  ood water or even worse, during the  ood 
itself. Although you may want to pack the gear up and 
head home, there are a couple of tactics that you can 
use to still produce  sh. In  oods,  sh will search out 
refuge on the calmer edges of the river. These  sh can be 
suckers for a well-placed lure or bait. Try to look for any 
slow currents or back eddies as this is where the  sh will 
be lying. Another thing to keep in mind is  sh will also 
search out the sun when the river is in  ood, meaning 
they are generally going to be sitting higher in the water 
column. This enables them to get the most available light 
to feed. Remember that when the river  oods, it brings 
all the food down with it and this is an opportune time 
for  sh to gorge themselves. While the  sh may be harder 
to  nd, they are generally more willing to eat. 

Bradley Koch with a 
cracker redfi n from a 

small tannin creek

The red head is a proven 
performer in the north!

TIPS AND TECHNIQUE
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UV 
SPECTRUM
Have you ever run a UV torch over 

the lure or fl y box? It’s amazing to 

see how well some of the different 

colours stand out. UV is a proven 

performer in clear water and 

most of my lures and fl ies 

contain some form of 

UV in them.
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Snapper will readily 
hunt down fl ies in 
clear water



Clear water 

trout fi shing can 

test out the best 

anglers patience!

HOOK 
COLOUR

In very clear water, running black 

hooks that produce less fl ash can fool 

the fi sh in to eating the lure more 

willingly. This is especially true in 

hard fi shed waters when the fi sh 

have seen plenty of lures and 

are well aware of what’s 

going on!

“Fish can see in that extra spectrum of 
light which enables them to pick up on 

small UV hot spots very easily”

PRESENTATION NOISE
Proper presentation is certainly a must in clear water but 
understanding how it works in other types of water also 
has its bene  ts. The sound a lure makes when it lands 
can bring the  sh over for a look, hit the water too hard 
on the landing and there is potential to spook the  sh, 
while sometimes landing too light doesn’t create any 
attention. Getting this right for the  sh you are targeting 
makes a huge difference. For bream and mulloway, 
I like to present the lure as softly as possible. When 
targeting natives in the Murray, landing the lure with a 
splash can be seen as a feeding opportunity for the  sh. 
Presentation also requires thought on leader selection. 
The clearer the water the lighter you may need to go 
with the leader, regardless of where in Australia you are 
 shing. When it’s dirty, I believe the leader has very little 

effect on the  sh and more emphasis should be placed on 
what noise the lure or bait is making. 

Noise is a huge part of  shing. Whether it’s the noise you 
make walking along the bank or driving in the boat, or the 
noise your lure or bait is making. Each piece of the puzzle 
needs to be looked at. In calmer waters, such as rivers and 
lakes, the noise the angler makes can put the  sh off in an 
instant. This is also true with what noise the lure makes. 
Depending on whether the water is clear or coloured, I 
take noise very seriously. In the Murray where the water is 
coloured but the river is a very quiet place, it’s your approach 
that needs to be silent. The lure on the other hand needs to 
make noise for the  sh to  nd it. In clear water, I not only 
want my movements to be silent but usually my lures are 
as well. The  sh will use their eyesight in these situations. 
In big waters such as the open ocean, noise doesn’t have as 
much of an effect, even though the water is usually clear. It is 
always so important to watch how the  sh are reacting and 
adjust your movements accordingly.
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Barra respond very 
well to lures with 
rattles worked slowly 
in discoloured water



Live bait is always 
a good option 

whatever the clarity

UV LIGHT

LIVE BAITS

I CAN SEE CLEARLY NOW

UV light is a huge part of  shing and something that we 
anglers can take full advantage of.  Fish can see in that 
extra spectrum of light which enables them to pick up 
on small hot spots very easily. UV light is maximized in 
clear water and this is where lures with UV can out-  sh 
every lure in the box. UV is commonly found on a range 
of different baits, from worms to small  sh naturally.

Live baits provide an unmatched ability to catch  sh in a 
wide variety of situations, both clear and dirty. Live baits 
send out signals which can simply not be beaten when the 
going is tough. There have been quite a few times when live 
baits have saved the day on a host of different species and it 
is always worth having that as a backup to save a blank.

Everyone wants to maximize their time on the water, 
understanding water colour and how to deal with it will 
ultimately mean greater success. Next time the clarity 
isn’t what you had planned it to be, don’t just leave for 
greener pastures! See it as a new challenge and work out 
how to catch the  sh you were after in a range of different 
scenarios. That way in the future you can look back on 
it and gain small bits of information that lead to success. 
Travelling away to locations on pre-planned trips rarely 
includes the perfect weather forecast, so knowing how to 
deal with a range of different clarities will have you well 
ahead of the rest!  

DIRTY 
WATER

This is when live bait is very hard to beat. 

Regardless of whether you’re fi shing a Barra 

creek up north or the Murray down south, live 

baits are dynamite! Live shrimp or yabbies’ 

are a go-to bait for Murray fi sho’s and it’s 

easy to understand why. The noise their 

legs and claws make is easy for the 

fi sh to fi nd. They don’t last 

long when the fi sh are on 

the chew!
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notoriously fussy and 
have great eyesight in 
clear water

Profi le is everything 
to yellowbelly



Available at selected fishing and optical stores. 100% AUSTRALIAN OWNED. MAKOEYEWEAR.COM.AU



The Bulls Bay 1700 offers Aussie anglers the best in 
fi breglass-built fl ats boats without the damage to your hip pocket

BULLS BAY
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C
arolina Composites - 
designers and builders 
of the acclaimed Pioneer 
brand of  ats, bay and 
offshore ‘glass boats have 
a reputation for producing 
some of the highest quality 

boat builds in their class. Without 
compromising on this quality, they 
wanted to deliver a line of boats 
that catered to a broader market of 
anglers and for a seriously reduced 
cost. And so Bulls Bay was born and 
we were lucky enough to have gotten 
a sneaky test of the 1700 as soon as 
she hit our shores! 

The Bulls Bay 1700 is the smallest 
in the 3 strong range of hulls and is 

probably the most suited to Australian 
conditions. Reminiscent of a Key West 
in design, the 1700 is squarely aimed 
at the American  ats  shing scene 
however apply the same principals 
of  shing here in Australia and what 
you have is a seriously versatile boat 
for a very achievable price. I can quite 
easily see a boat like this being utilised 
by tournament anglers in replace of 
the usual bass boats for versatility, 
obviously any  y anglers  shing the 
northern  ats would make good use 
of this but given the competitive price, 
this boat will be right at home with 
any estuary  sho’s looking to get into 
a ‘glass hull. Let’s take a look at what 
this boat offers.

HULL DESIGN 
With a company like Carolina 
Composites designing this hull, you 
know you’re going to come out with at 
least two things. 

The ride is going to be comfortable; 
very smart engineering and 
consideration of weight placement 
ultimately results in a hull that glides 
along well in calm back waters but 
what’s interesting about the Bulls 
Bay was its ability to handle a bit of 
bump too. Sydney Harbour was our 
testing ground for the 1700 and as 
you will all know, it’s no back country 

Battery storage for 
both electric motor 
and cranks

waterway but the hull handled the 
constant bombardment of tsunami-
sized wakes better than was to be 
expected. It’s a small hull after all but 
all-in-all we were very pleased with 
its capability.

The second thing you get is quality; 
while they wanted to produce a 
budget-priced boat, the last thing 
you will see from this company is a 
compromise on their hull design and 
this is backed by the same 10 year 
structural warranty you’ll get with the 
more expensive Pioneer range.

The down-turned chines 

defl ect spray well

The Bulls Bay is relatively 
light yet it holds itself 
well at speed

“What the Bulls Bay offers is a seriously 
versatile boat for a very achievable price”

BOAT REVIEW
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PERFORMANCE 
The 1700 we trialled was sporting the 
upgraded 115hp Mercury four-stroke 
- max recommended. With this  tted, 
hole shot was almost instantaneous, 
especially when making good use of 
the factory  tted trim tabs and the 
speed maxed out at around 38 knots. 
That’s a fair pace to get to your spot 
and the bigger Merc pushes this light 
little skiff along with ease, improving 
fuel economy signi  cantly.

The rear seating arrangement really 
makes for some soft landings. That 
 rst little bit of air certainly has you 

wondering but after a little while at 
the helm, you realise just how well 
balanced the Bulls Bay is as it touches 
down without the faintest of jarring 
due to the weight favouring the rear.

With the motor trimmed out, we 
revealed the boats true performance 
with some serious speed and 
minimal porpoising that you might 
expect. At speed the boat draws just 
a fraction of the 10 inches of water 
that it draws at rest proving it to be 
the ideal boat for skimming over 
shallow sand  ats at pace.

Centreline Hull Length:          5.20m
Length:  5.20m
Beam:   2.24m
Dry Weight:   590kg
Draft:   0.25m
Dead Rise:   15 degrees
Fuel Capacity:   110L
Minimum Power:   70hp
Maximum Power:   115hp

SPECS

LAYOUT
At the low price point, you would 
expect that the Bulls Bay comes with 
just the bare essentials and while it’s 
not kitted out to the extent of some 
of the  ats skiffs in this class, it still 
provides a whole lot of comfort for a 
whole lot less cost.

A small anchor well up the front will 
keep just enough rope and sand anchor 
for any anchoring that is needed 
however it is not really designed for 
anchoring. The bow is much better 
used by  tting an electric trolling 
motor with a GPS lock - this should 
see the anchor well remaining closed 
permanently. The bow is also factory-

 tted with a 12 volt accessory socket for 
quick connection of the electric.

An optional extra bow-mounted 
casting chair is available with the 
mounting option  tted standard on 
the casting platform. The self-draining 
storage in the bow is ample for 
anything that can afford a little swim 
– you can expect a little water to make 
its way in here with a bit of weight in 
the boat however these can be plugged 
to create dry storage.

A padded seat is situated in front 
of the console with more dry storage. 
I would suggest that this will be 
utilised to house electric motor 

Functional helm with 
plenty of room for 
extra goodies

Ready-to-go on an 
Ezy Tow trailer
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No fuss yet highly functional is 
what the Bulls Bay is all about

seats three across and something 
worth noting, the passenger grab 
rails on both the starboard and port 
side are a neat addition considering 
there is very little for passengers 
to hold onto in this boat. Under the 
helm seat is a large, self-draining full 
width kill tank which we suspect 
will be scarcely used for this. Given 
the target market are lure  sherman 
with a strong sway towards catch-
and-release, this storage acts as 
a fantastic tackle storage area 
providing it was sealed up to avoid 
water making its way in. 

The rear hosts a small casting area 
with starboard side battery housing 

batteries by some and this would see 
the battery weight right in the centre 
of the boat.

The console is quite generous for 
a boat of this size, easily capable of 
housing two large bracket-mounted 
sounders and these are well protected 
from the elements with the large 
windscreen. The dash is made up of 
the usual gauges, switch panels and 
cup holders and still allows plenty of 
space for customisation. Under the 
console is more dry storage and very 
large considering. More room for 
 tting duel battery systems, tackle or 

whatever else you see  t.
The rear bench seat extends the 

length of the beam and comfortably 

with access to the water separator and 
the port side containing a reasonable 
sized live well that will comfortably 
hold any bait for the days  shing.

  

The test boat with the added 115hp 
four stroke will have you looking at 
$37,990 ready to go but you can knock 
a grand off that if you want to go with 
the standard option of a 90hp. Either 
way you want to go, you’re looking at 
one hell of a brand new boat with all the 
warranties for a very small price tag!

Check them out: 
www.pioneerboatssydney.com.au 
or call Shane on 0409 838 498.   

seats three across and somemethihithing ng with access to the water separator an

“Very smart engineering and consideration 
of weight placement ultimately results 

in a hull that rides very well”
There’s no shortage of 
fl oor space to suit the 

avid lure caster

As with most skiffs, 
there is plenty of 

hidden storage

BOAT REVIEW
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When you’re out on the water, it’s nice to know you have the know-how of great brands 
behind you. Not just the terrific reputation of Stacer but also the engineering reliability 
of a factory fitted Evinrude E-Tec motor. And with the purpose-built trailer, you get the 
perfect package. Sure you can get other deals, but you won’t get the same quality, 
experience, innovation and engineering as a Stacer/Evinrude factory package. stacer.com.au



SPOOLING TECHNIQUES
Correct reel 
spooling is 

a simple yet 
vital part of the 

fi shing game
S

pooling a reel is a pretty simple task 
but if done incorrectly, can cause all 
sorts of trouble on the water. Overruns 
on an overhead/baitcast reel are pretty 
common and most associate them 
with poor casting ability however they 
can easily be caused by a reel that has 

been spooled incorrectly. Other problems that 
can occur as a result of bad spooling is twisting, 
bunching and biting... sounds like something 
you might do in a  ght gone bad but they are 
actually easily avoided problems if you just 
follow a few simple steps.

An absolute NO-NO in spooling a reel is to 
just throw the line on the ground and let the line 
peel off the side of the spool while you wind it 
on. This will result in all sorts of twisting and 
your brand new line will never live up to its 
potential. What you need to is to set yourself up 
with a device to pin the spool so that the line 

comes straight off the spool and not off the side. 
This can be as simple as your mate sticking a pen 
through the spool and holding it for you while 
you pack it on or you can use something a little 
more speci  c to the task. There are a bunch of 
great reel spoolers out there that will hold your 
line while also putting the required amount of 
tension on it at the same time. There’s no need 
for your mate to burn up his  ngers while you’re 
screaming “more tension”! The Bees Knees Reel 
Spooler by Busted Fishing is probably the best 
tool we’ve used for this. It’s a machined stainless 
steel construction and uses a carbontex drag 
system to apply pressure to the spool so all you 
need to do is wind. It can be screwed to a bench 
or  xed into the rod holder on a boat and holds 
both large and small spools. If something like 
this is a bit too extravagant, there are plenty of 
cheaper versions on the market or you could 

“Your casting ability will improve dramatically, 
you’ll have more faith in your drag settings and 

your line will last a whole lot longer”

look at making something yourself. It certainly is 
handy to be able to spool up without the assistance 
of someone else.

Once you’ve got your spool set and your line 
is fed through your guides, you’re all ready to go 
once you’ve secured your line to the reel spool. 
This is something that so many people struggle 
with but it really is incredibly simple if you 
know the right way. First up, if you’re spooling 
mono  lament straight to the reel, you need to 
know the Arbor Knot. It’s a simple knot that locks 
the line into place without slipping around the 
spool as you try to get it going. There’s not a lot of 
room here to demonstrate how it’s done so you’ll 
have to ask Google that one. If you’re spooling 
braid straight to the reel then the Arbor Knot isn’t 
as effective however you can still use it as the base 
knot. A good tip is to wrap the spool with one 
layer of electrical tape and then tie the braid over 
the top of this. Because there is no stretch in the 

braid, the line will still slip so it’s best to do one 
more wrap of electrical tape over the knot to hold it 
in place. Now your line won’t slip initially and the 
whole spool won’t slip as the braid bites into the 
softer base of electrical tape. 

Ok, so from here there a few more things you 
need to keep an eye on and you’re done: 

Firstly tension. Always spool any reel under 
a reasonable amount of tension so that the line 
is packing on top of itself rather than digging 
down into the line that has already been laid. A 
loose spool of line is usually the  rst culprit to 
cause an overrun or a bust off. 

Next is even distribution. If you are using a spin 
reel or a reel with a level wind then you won’t 
need to think about this however if you’re not, 
make sure you are slowly packing the line across 
the spool and then back at the same pace. If line 
is tearing off a reel at pace and it’s been spooled 
wildly from side to side then it’s placing a lot of 
extra strain on the line that needn’t be there.

Coming to the end of the spool, the last thing 
you need to consider is  lling. Under-  ll a reel 
and it will affect your casting distance severely 
and over-  lling will almost certainly end up in 
line twist and overruns. Reel spools are always 
best to be  lled to the edge or a few wraps under 
the edge for best performance.

Do it all right and your casting ability will 
improve dramatically, you’ll have more faith in 
your drag settings and your line will last a whole 
lot longer.    
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TECH TIPS
with the MF Team
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A small amount of 
mono backing can be a 

good idea at the base 
of a spool of braid to 

prevent slipping

 Jigging reels and in particular 

the braid, can be subject to 

immense pressure. A poorly 

packed spool will bite into itself 

potentially causing a break off. 

This one’s good!

Im
age: John C

ahill
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With a reputation built on quality and reliability Oztent has been the choice of 
Australian adventurers, helping create awesome experiences for over 20 years. Find 

out more about the range at:
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GETTING SEEN!

Snapper are highly visual 
and aggressive feeders, 

and adding glow beads to 
your rigs will help them 

fi nd your offering

Glow beads are 
a simple addition 

to your offshore 
bottom bashing rigs 

and will enhance 
your results

C
hasing  sh on the reefs is something I 
do a lot of these days, and the diversity 
of species this  shing gives up has to be 
admired, as does the often tasty nature 
of many of the  sh caught!

By the sheer volume of this  shing 
we do we’ve started to re  ne our 

approach and  nd little ways to help bump up 
our catch, and without doubt a consideration of 
the upmost importance for us when bait  shing 
is getting our offerings found by the species 
lurking below. So many of the reef  sh we target 
are naturally aggressive given the competitive 
reef they live on with many mouths all vying for 
the same food source, and for a bulk of the time 
getting  sh to bite isn’t the problem. 

Large, deepwater whiting, snapper, nannygai 
and others for instance all have sizable eyes and 
keen eyesight, and we try to exploit this to its 
fullest with our bottom bashing rigging. Flasher 
rigs which I’ve touched on before in this column 
are fairly standard for us, but taking this further 
is the use of glow beads on our traces to add 
another visual element to our rigging when 
using bait - and they seem to work well!

WHY GLOW BEADS?
While results are always hard to gauge with this 
sort of thing, and it comes down to gut feel a bit, 
there’s little doubt that adding glow beads to 
your trace will help  sh spot your bait and come 
over to investigate.

Using normal coloured non-glow beads and 
other means to attract  sh to your bait is a 
common ploy in shallower water. For whiting for 
instance, adding a red bead or piece of tubing 
is a known tactic to help catch their attention in 
the shallows. When  shing the depths however, 
this is less effective as the visible light spectrum 
is reduced, with red, yellow and orange the  rst 
colours to disappear at roughly 15-50m down, 
with blue and green only surviving beyond this, 
and blue being the last colour to disappear. As a 
result I say go the glow and be seen.

Fish are naturally inquisitive and seem to be 
drawn in like a moth to a  ame and won’t be 
deterred by the tiny glowing orb above your 
bait, instead they’ll be taking a look and then 
come across your succulent and well-rigged bait 
and it’s game on.

GLOW BEADS AND RIGGING
These days soft glow beads are cheap and you 
can buy bulk packs containing 100’s of pieces of 
varying sizes for a minimal outlay making them 
a no-brainer to add to your rigs. You’ll also need a 
few sizes if you’re working with trace of varying 
strength. Be wary of some brands which can be 
half as bright as others and shop around. I prefer 
to use larger sized beads where I can, again of the 
belief that they’re there to be seen in the  rst place 
so don’t be shy and back them all the way. By the 
same thinking you can stack them up and use as 
many as you think necessary. 

Having a bead running to your hook on the 
dropper seems to work well and points  sh 
straight to your bait. We also put them elsewhere 
on the rig itself at times, and there’s no notable 
loss or improvement of results. I guess it’s all 
about drawing  sh in to close proximity of your 
rig and then their eyesight and smell will kick in 
and do the rest. 

Another sneaky trick with glow beads that 
many of my mates do, is to put one above their 
swivel on the mainline to stop the swivel coming 
in contact with the rod tip, which is easy to do 
when you’re cranking your baits up for signi  cant 
depths and not paying attention. Given they’re 
quite soft and spongy and will absorb the impact, 
it could save you a cracked eye!

The next time you’re rigging up for a bottom 
bash, thread a few glow beads onto your rigs 
and give them a reasonable run and I’m sure 
you’ll notice an improvement in your reef  shing 
return as we did.  

These days soft glow beads 
are cheap and you can buy 
bulk packs like this for 
minimal outlay

A tiger fl athead 

suckered in by 

a glow bead 

and fl asher rig 

combination

ALL ROUND ANGLER
with Shane Murton
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*Based on internal sidewall splitting test vs BFGoodrich® All-Terrain T/A® KO tyre in size LT265/70R17. 
Sidewall splitting test results were derived from a simulated sidewall aggression testing machine (patent pending US20120245859A1).

THE NEW

KO2
TAKES ON
 SURPRISE
 ATTACKS

BFGoodrich® 4WD tyres are at home in places where a slow crawl is a heart-pounding pace. 
Their toughness is proven over decades of racing domination in the deserts of Baja. So they 
can take the punishment, no matter how far off-road you want to go. 
Find yours at www.bfgoodrich.com.au. www.facebook.com/bfgoodrichaunz

20% TOUGHER SIDEWALLS*



“Even the best marine technology out there 
is no substitute for offshore experience 

and good ol’ fashion seamanship”

BIG RUNS 
IN LITTLE BOATS

earlier than predicted it would often catch a lot 
of anglers out. Keep in mind that Mother Nature 
doesn’t always read the weather forecast. If 
you’ve ever been looking forward to a weekend 
of perfect conditions only to wake up Saturday 
morning to a howling wind, you’ll know exactly 
what I’m talking about! 

Even the best marine technology out there is 
no substitute for offshore experience and good 
ol’ fashioned seamanship. But if you’re new to 
the offshore lifestyle, don’t let this put you off 
venturing offshore; rather it’s a reminder to 
never put your life in the hands of technology.

The other alarming thing I noticed last 
marlin season was the amount of trailer boats 
that ran out of fuel. It’s amazing how many 
experienced boaties completely stuffed up 

their fuel usage calculations and completely 
ran out of fuel literally miles offshore. While 
many of our boats can safely travel big distances 
offshore, you really need to know your fuel 
consumption offshore punching out, trolling 
with plenty in reserve should the weather 
turn bad or you travel further than expected. I 
typically factor in an extra 50% in fuel reserves 
than I think I’ll use. Even with the awesome 4 
stroke outboard technology, you are going to 
burn a lot more fuel offshore than you would 
think, especially if you haven’t clocked up a lot 
of offshore miles before. Bad weather can put 
you off your game as you’re constantly on and 
off the throttle therefore burning heaps more 
fuel than you would usually. I have a 150L fuel 
tank to run the Yamaha F150 4 stroke outboard 
and I will regularly take 2-5 full 20L jerrys for 
a big offshore run where we might travel over 
100km or more in a day and not turn the engine 
off for 12 hours straight. I always come back to 
port with plenty of fuel in reserves, but it gives 
me the con  dence I need to know that I’m not 
going to be stranded 10 miles offshore. After all, 
you may need that extra fuel to tow some other 
bloke in that hasn’t been so cautious.   

T
here’s no doubt that technology in the 
marine industry has really advanced 
in leaps and bounds in recent years, 
which is very exciting for us  shos. 
It means that our boats, electronics, 
communication and safety gear is more 
advanced than ever before and means 

we can safely head further a  eld to catch that 
 sh of a lifetime. Technology that was once only 

seen in million dollar game boats or commercial 
boats is getting more and more common place 
in trailer boats. Offshore I see more and more 
trailer boats catching big tuna and marlin that 
once were only in the domain of the  y-bridge 
brigade. It’s an exciting time to be a trailer boat 
owner as more and more  shing opportunities 
become in reach!

While this is certainly the case, there’s no 
denying that despite amazing technology and 
very capable trailer boats, nothing is more 
powerful than Mother Nature herself. We can 
never take this technology for granted and think 
that we’re invincible offshore. Last marlin season 
I saw more small boats get caught offshore in 
dangerous conditions than I’ve ever witnessed 
before. People were relying on weather 
predictions too much and when a front rolled in 

Trailer boats can travel 
further offshore than 

ever before, but we 
can’t get complacent

A few spare tins of fuel 
are always worth taking if 

you’re slightly unsure of 
your range

If you are taking 

extra fuel, make sure 

it’s stowed safely

It’s conditions like these 
that can really affect a 
trip in a trailer boat

DROPPING A LINE
with Shaun Whale
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FISHING FOR ANSWERS
with Dr Julian Pepperell

It’s amazing what you can witness on the 
water. Humpbacks are the most common 
whale but you’ll have every chance of 
seeing other species too

THE BLUE WILDERNESS
A fi shless day 

doesn’t have to 
mean a failed 

outing. Why not 
learn a bit about 

what else is 
out there?

S
o you’ve just returned to the marina or 
launching ramp after a long day out on 
the wild blue yonder with nothing to 
show. Offshore  shing can provide the 
greatest thrills, but its unpredictability 
can also mean that some days will 
yield a big fat donut. ‘Didn’t turn a 

reel’ is a classic comment you’ll often hear at the 
end of a  shing day. 

But seriously, if you really sit down and think 
about it, was that  shless day really a waste of 
time? Think back over what you actually saw 
throughout the day and you might agree that 
there is more to be gained from ocean  shing 
than just catching  sh! To my mind, the whole 
activity of offshore  shing is a real wilderness 
experience in every sense. Heading out to  sh 
around pristine islands, over sunken pinnacles 
and seamounts and even beyond the continental 
shelf is akin to trekking into some of the wildest 
places on the planet. 

Consider the  shes  rst. Trolling along, 
you might catch sight of a large oceanic 
sun  sh lolling near the surface, not to 
mention sharks, especially hammerheads, 
whalers, and if you are lucky, the largest 
 sh of all, the strikingly patterned whale 

shark. Manta rays can often be seen 
 ying gracefully under the boat, or more 

spectacularly, making mighty leaps clear 
of the water. And then of course, there 
are the  ying  shes. Personally, I could 
spend whole days just watching these 
fabulous winged  sh skittering across 
the surface with tails beating like a 
propeller before taking to the air in their 
low, elegant glides and then dropping 
back with a gentle splash. 

It’s surprising what you might  nd 
swimming around under the  otsam 
and jetsam you come across, especially 
in current lines and slicks, so it’s 
always a good idea to have a dip net on 
board. The young of many species of 
the trevally and trevalla families can 
be found under  oating objects, while 
jelly  shes are usually accompanied by 
an entourage of small  shes, including 
the aptly named drift  sh.

And then there are the seabirds. 

Groups of birds wheeling, swooping and diving 
are always signs of surface feeding activity of 
tunas while a lone frigate bird stopping to hover 
with head down intently might be tracking 
a cruising marlin. In the Coral Sea,  ocks of 
little storm petrels  itting around the surface, 
dipping their beaks can mean the presence 
of spawning  sh (storm petrels eat  sh eggs). 
But having noted that anglers actively look for 
seabirds, not many I know can readily answer 
the question: “What bird is that?” 

Perhaps the most wonderful sight that anglers 
are privileged to see, but many take for granted, 
is a pod of dolphins, often coming over to ride 
the bow wave. And these days it’s becoming 
quite common to spot the odd whale or if in 
season, many of them. Often unexpected, but 
always enthralling, the sight of a whale’s ‘blow’, 
or the breaching and tail slapping of one of these 
leviathans is something to be remembered long 
past that  shless day. But again, anglers often 

fall short in identifying the dolphins, porpoises 
or whales they come across. Given that there are 
upwards of 45 species of whales and dolphins 
occurring around Australia, that’s not surprising, 
but with the right sources of information, 
identifying those marine mammals, as well as the 
birds and  shes, can add even more enjoyment to 
the day’s experience. What I am suggesting is to 
grab yourself some user-friendly  eld guides, put 
them on board and use them often. 

For whales and dolphins, I recommend 
“Whales and Dolphins of New Zealand and 
Australia” by Alan N Baker (Victoria University 
Press). For birds, the “Field Guide to the Birds of 
Australia” by Graham Pizzey and Frank Knight 
(Angus & Robertson) has an excellent section on 
seabirds while for  sh, two excellent compact 
books are worth tracking down. “Field Guide to 
Marine Fishes of Tropical Australia and South-
east Asia” by Gerry Allen (Western Australian 
Museum) covers the northern half of Australia 
while “Sea Fishes of Southern Australia” by 
Barry Hutchins and Roger Swainston (Swainston 
Publishing) covers the southern half. And 
these days, such books are not hard to  nd. If 
your local bookshop can’t help, have a browse 
at Amazon.com, or for second hand copies at 
abebooks.com. It’s a big blue wilderness out 
there. Make the most of it.  

“What I am suggesting is to grab yourself some user-friendly 
fi eld guides, put them on board and use them often”
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Two of the fi shermans 

greatest friends. Frigate 

birds and boobies are a very 

likely sign of big pelagic fi sh
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Follow us on Facebook and Twitter

Century Marine Pro batteries are the ultimate in marine battery performance and are made for boats... just boats.

Incorporating advanced design features and specialist hardwearing internal components they are designed to deliver 
superior starting power and performance in the harshest of marine environments.

Thicker battery plates and Century’s exclusive Platelock™ technology combine to combat the effects of wave pounding, 
engine vibration and damage from transportation by trailers. Available in a range of sizes and designs including 
maintenance free and low maintenance, Century Marine Pro batteries are made just for your boat!



FISHING TOURNAMENTS
Reality Fishing Charters

Searching for a 
real-deal sport 
and reef fi shing 

adventure in 
paradise? Look no 

further than Reality 
Fishing Charters

aa
PUSHING BOUNDARIES

The quality of fi sh on the 
long-range trips are out 
of this world. 40kg GT’s 

are a dime a dozen!

W
e (the Modern Fishing Team) were 
lucky enough to be a very small 
part of this venture from the start 
and we couldn’t be prouder of 
the fact. Reality Fishing Charters, 
along with their ever-professional 
crew and the Big Cat, have opened 

up a world of sport  shing in areas that have 
previously been inaccessible to anyone but those 
private operators with big boats and big money. 
But don’t get us wrong, providing a world-class 
service operation is nothing new to them, it’s just 
the  shing that’s different.

Diving is/was their forte and all the crew have 
an intimate knowledge of everything underwater 
and on top of it. They have been doing it 
commercially for decades and bring with them 
a tremendous amount of experience to their new 
venture into the world of charter  shing.   

Offering trips to various productive reefs 
around the Swains/Bunker Group, Reality Fishing 
Charters kicked off with a bang, providing 
self-guided tenders and allowing their guests 
to experience the absolute best of these pristine 
reefs at their own pace. With the outstanding 
reef  shing on offer as well as the opportunity 

to tangle with myriad pelagic species in the area, 
these trips were always going to be a success 
however the cheap prices, high level of service and 
spectacular food on offer have taken this company 
to another level. The customer reviews alone are 
enough to make any red-blooded angler want to 
jump on the next available charter.

Reef  shing aside though, what no one expected 
was for a full blown, long-range charter operation 
to spark from a simple idea here in the Modern 
Fishing of  ce. When we  rst spoke to Captain 
James and the Big Cat crew with an idea of  shing 
Cato Island (an outer reef of the Coral Sea) and 

 lming it for a DVD, we thought there was every 
chance of them throwing in the towel and calling 
the whole trip too hard. What actually happened 
though – we’d awoken a ‘sleeping giant’ in the form 
of an 85 foot red catamaran and an ambitious crew 
that were itching to get out there and push some 
boundaries. Their excitement at what lay ahead was 
infectious and their drive to be a part of the  shing 
world and to capitalise on the opportunity is a 
testament to how committed this business is.

What we experienced at Cato Island and Wreck 
Reef  shing wise was nothing short of mind 
blowing and as Modern Fishing readers, we’re 
sure that the majority of you have witnessed it  rst 
hand through the DVD, the article and the huge 
amount of hype that the trip created in the  shing 
community. Social media was and still is, awash 
with some superb images of the incredible species 
available. Since then, a full schedule of trips for 
2016 has been arranged to both reefs as well as 
possible plans to move further a  eld as well. The 
full potential of this operation has been realised 
and their 2016 trips are booking out fast. 

Whether you’re looking to experience a truly 
remote destination and sport  sh for some of the 
biggest and toughest species of the Coral Sea, or 
you’re looking to take a bunch of mates, family or 
a work group on a fully-catered  shing adventure 
in search of some epic sport and reef  shing, 
Reality Fishing Charters have an option for you. 

To book your trip, jump on to 
www.bigcatreality.com and check out the 
Rocket Deals. The crew are waiting to welcome 
your group! 

“It’s a spectacular mothership operation 
with an ambitious crew that are itching to get 

out there and push some boundaries”

The Big Cat is the perfect 
base wherever she goes and 
has all the creature comforts

Trolling to and from destinations always 

results in some great pelagic fi shing
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THE GOODS!
Here’s a sneak peek at the latest gear to hit the shelves

The bar has been set to a new height with 
the Ulterra freshwater motor. With Auto 
Stow/Deploy and Power Trim, we can 
understand the excitement. The Ulterra 
comes with your choice of i-Pilot or i-Pilot 
Link, and a standard redesigned foot 
pedal with Spot Lock button, Power Trim 
and Stow/Deploy all from the pedal or 
remote control. The Ulterra also comes 
standard with Universal Sonar 2 transducer 
build into the lower unit that will suit 
Humminbird sounders as well as other 
electronics with the correct adaptor cable.

The saltwater Ulterra motor is expected 
to be on sale early this year.

FEATURES
• Take Control - Ulterra includes your 

choice of i-Pilot or i-Pilot Link. Both 
remotes allow you to control Auto Stow/
Deploy and Power Trim.

• i-Pilot - Advanced wireless remote 
uses GPS to set Spot-Locks, remember 
 shing spots and paths, and can control 

speed, steering, cruise control and 
Advanced AutoPilot.

• Auto Stow/Deploy - Auto Stow/Deploy 
lets you get your motor in and out of the 
water automatically using the included 
i-Pilot or i-Pilot Link remote, or the 
redesigned foot pedal.

• Power Trim - Once your motor’s in 
the water, Power Trim lets you easily 

MINN KOTA ULTERRA

adjust the motor depth for changing 
conditions, using the included i-Pilot or 
i-Pilot Link remote, or the redesigned 
foot pedal. It’s one more way Ulterra 
handles the busy work, so you can focus 
on  shing.

• Foot Pedal and Remote Buttons - Ulterra 
comes standard with a new foot pedal 
and your choice of i-Pilot or i-Pilot Link 
– all redesigned to enable Auto Stow/
Deploy and Power Trim. Control those 
features with the new “mode” button on 
the Ulterra foot pedal, or with i-Pilot and 
i-Pilot Link remotes. We’ve also added 
Spot-Lock to the pedal, making it even 
easier to stand your ground. 
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New Zealand company Tasline has a top of the range 
braided line called Tasline Elite White, and now it’s 
available through Busted Fishing in Melbourne.

Tasline Elite White is manufactured from the  nest 
Spectra  bers available through Honeywell in the USA. 

Elite White is pure 8 strand, with no coatings or 
additives, leaving it silky smooth and supple for 
improved casting distance and extreme  shing like 
popping for mega GT’s. Together with a unique heat 
treatment process developed by Tasline, this braid is 
tweaked to optimum performance. Manufactured and 
tested in small batches, to make sure Tasline Elite White 
is of the highest possible quality.

Independent tests show with Tasline Elite White you 
will get the best of both worlds. Smaller diameters to 
get more line on your reel and higher breaking strains 
for those trophy  sh. The line comes in 300m, 600m 
and 1000m spools with larger spools available on 
request at www.busted  shing.com.

TASLINE ELITE

H  alco Tackle, Australia’s largest lure manufacturer introduces the 
all new Laser Pro 140.

Unlike many previous designs, the new Laser Pro is designed for 
and cast in Halco’s new clear technology polymers to include features 
never before offered in the hugely popular trolling lure range.

Externally, the lure has a detailed, slightly raised pectoral  n, 
rounded out with a silky smooth  nish so toothy predators are 
unable to grip the lure - ensuring they slide straight down onto the 
waiting Mustad 1/0 trebles.  

Internally, the lure has a highly re  ective holographic blade that 
helps to emit  ash and colour throughout the visible and non-
visible spectrum and internal scale pattern visible in all of Halco’s 

LASER PRO 140
clear technology  nishes.  

For more the traditional anglers out there, the lure is also 
ranged in some of Halco’s most popular painted colours for the 
best of both worlds.

Initially the Laser Pro 140 is only available with a deep diving bib 
that runs at around 2.5m and trolls at up to 9kt.

Designed like all other Halco products the Laser Pro 140 is tough, 
strong and dependable straight from the box 

This new lure is de  nitely one you shouldn’t be without in your 
tackle box..

Check out www.halcotackle.com for a look at the new range
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The Imakatsu Alive Chatter is a hybrid between a conventional minnow type lure 
and a chatter bait. Vibration,  ash and movement paired with natural sinking 
nature make the Alive Chatter an ideal design for targeting Australian Native 
species. The Alive Chatter is uniquely balanced with its weight set forward in the 
jaw. This enables the lure to be retrieved at high speeds while still swimming with 
its enticing roll. The skirted trebles are another key  sh attracting feature that give 
the lure constant lifelike movement on the retrieve or pause. These skirted trebles 
also add balance to the lure giving it the ability to maintain its action on a dead 
slow roll or burning retrieve.

The Imakatsu Alive Chatter now comes in a 70mm slow sink, 70 mm fast sink, 
90mm and 120mm Monstro version that caters for a variety of Natives. 

For a closer look check out www.  sh-tecsolutions.com

Micro Jigging has been the biggest 
craze in Australian Sport  shing 
over the past 12 months. Nomad 
Sport  shing has developed & released 
a range of lures including a brand new 
series of micro jigs that live up to the 
high standards the charter operation is 
so well-known for.

Nomad Design Micro Jigs have been 
developed and tested by the crew of 
Nomad Sport  shing to cover all styles 
of micro jigging from fast to very slow. 

The range consists of 2 shapes, the 
Gypsy is a shorter ‘teardrop’ shape 
jig ideal for slow pitch style jigging 
for bottom dwelling species such as 
Snapper. The Streaker is a long slim 

THE GOODS!
IMAKATSU ALIVE CHATTER

NOMAD MICRO JIGS

ZMan’s Motor Oil colour has 
proven to be dynamite on a 
wide range of species and it’s no 
surprise when you swim it in the 
water or shine a UV torch on it and 
watch it change from a transparent 
amber to an iridescent green that 
 sh can’t resist!

Previously available in 2” 
CrusteaZ, 2”, 2.5” & 3.5” GrubZ, 
2.5” Slim SwimZ, 3” MinnowZ, 
3.75” StreakZ, 4” StreakZ Curly 
TailZ and 4” DieZel MinnowZ, 
ZMan was  ooded with requests 
that have led to the release of 
big  sh favourites in this go-to 

colour, including 5” & 9” GrubZ, 
5” & 7” Scented Jerk ShadZ and 4” 
SwimmerZ.

Pre-release testing of the new 
models has exceeded expectations, 
with  athead, mulloway, snapper, 
barra, mangrove jack, trevally 
and myriad reef species falling 
victim to the good oil. If you’re yet 
to try a Motor Oil ZMan or have 
been hanging out for these larger 
models, now’s the time to tie one 
on and bend some rods. 

Have a look at www.z-man.com.au 
for more information.

MOTOR OIL NOW IN LARGE SIZES

ww.z-ma
mation.

pro  le jig that sinks quickly and is 
ideal to mid-water dwelling speedsters 
like trevally and king  sh. 

Nomad Micro Jigs are available 
in a range of weights from 25-80g 
and come pre-rigged with quality 
assist hooks for a very affordable 
price ranging from $10.95-$13.95 
depending on weight. Available in 7 
great colours with more on their way, 
the Nomad crew have done a great 
job in providing a quality product for 
Australian anglers.

For more information on the Nomad 
range of lures and jigs you can head to 
www.nomadtackle.com.
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To signi  cantly increase the functionality of your Xi5 
MotorGuide trolling engine, you can now control it directly 
from your Lowrance HDS  sh  nder/chart plotter.

With the Pinpoint GPS system, the Xi5 is a serious 
performer, allowing  shers to stay in a speci  c spot (Anchor 
Mode), shuf  e the boat in either direction to better explore 
 shing holes (Jog Function), store Anchor Points for easy recall, 

and record and reply favourite routes.
But now you can do all this and more, thanks to a connector 

system which allows the Xi5 and Pinpoint to link to a 
compatible Lowrance  sh  nder/chart plotter.

It means you will now be able to plot routes and anchor 
points with greater accuracy using the depth sounder as an 
additional guide. You’ll also be able to store more of your 
favourite spots and runs, and enjoy easier control through the 
touch-screen facility.

The NMEA 2000 Network Starter Kit is easy to install, and 
will make a day on the water easier and much more successful.

LOWRANCE 
MAXIMISES 

MOTORGUIDE 
POTENTIAL

For decades now, the G.Loomis name has been 
associated with brilliant casting and  sh-  ghting 
tools, but the latest G.Loomis E6X rods are 
something else again.

What makes these rods so special is a 
G.Loomis exclusive blank that draws upon 
other proprietary materials with low resin 
content and high strain rate carbon  bre. 
Most importantly though, they have the right 
weight balance, sensitivity and actions for 
Australian  sh, techniques and conditions.

There are six rods in this new lineup — 
four spin of single piece design from 6’ 
3” to 7’, and two single-piece baitcasters 
of 5’ 8” and 6’. The grips are  ne density 
cork with customised Fuji reel seats, and 
quality lightweight Fuji guides to keep 
the actions sharp.

Line weights are 2-17 pound for the 
spin rods and 10-20 pound for the 
baitcasters, so for freshwater, estuary 
and inshore coastal  shing situations, 
they’ve got it covered.

Head to www.shimano  sh.com.au 
for a look at the range.

G.LOOMIS
E6X RODS
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ONE DAY BARRA  FISHING TRIPS

3, 5 & 6 Days Mothership & Land Based Barra Run Off 
Fishing Safaris @ Shady Camp (Feb-Apr 2016)

ANCHORED @ MOUTH OF TOMMY CUT CREEK 
SHADY CAMP (FEB, MAR & APR 2016)

(08) 8945 0376
FAMILIES & GROUPS WELCOME

3 to 6 Days Mothership Barra & Bluewater Fishing Safaris 
anchored at the mouth of Finniss River (May & Jun 2016).

2-6 Days Barra & Bluewater Fishing Safaris Staying  
@  Dundee (Apr-Nov 16) 

2-5 Days Barra Fishing Safaris @ Remote Finniss Rivers (Apr-Nov 16)

Visit our website for all the LATEST ACTION

www. darwinsbarrabase.com.auinfo@darwinsbarrabase.com

ALSO
BOOKING

NOW

FI$H

STAY, PLAY & FISH NT’S 
TOP END TO FIND:

1 x $1,000,000
75 x $10,000

Prize tagged 
barramundi

October 2015 - February 2016

BOOK
NOW

FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF OUR 84 PAGE CATALOGUE and guide
to better fishing, simply fill out the coupon and send to:
ALVELL Y REELS, P.PP O. BOX 105 GOODNA, QLD 4300

Name:

Address:

                 Postcode:

Alvey reels are the ideal gift.
Our reels are more reliable with
no gears to clog and strip, easily
maintained by rinsing in fresh water
and aren’t affected by salt or sand.
PLUS EVERY Alvey reel is not 
only easy and accurate to cast
every time, but also comes with our
No Worries 5 year guarantee!

www.alvey.com.au

FREE DVD with every  
Alvey reel purchased,  
packed full of fishing  
info and instructions!

e

TRUE 
BLUE 
Aussie Reliability
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VISIT WWW.D-FLECTOR.COM.AU

 A must-have accessory for all boats
 Easy and simple assembly
 Galvanised steel construction
 Proven effective in preventing frontal stone damage
 Fits most boat and trailer combinations
 Robust construction



REVIEWED

YOU CAN’T MISS THE NEXT MODERN FISHING!
ON THE 

SHELVES18TH FEBRUARY

ON THE 
SHELVES18TH FEBRUARY

CAN’T WAIT FOR YOUR NEXT MODERN FISHING FIX?
Jump online to keep up with the action! www.facebook.com/modernfi shing

MONSTER 
BEACH JEWIES

A DIY GUIDE TO SA’S 
GIANT MULLOWAY

CHRISTMAS ISLAND
THE ULTIMATE 

BLUEWATER ADVENTURE

IT’S MACKEREL SEASON!
OUR TOP TIPS FOR 2016

RUN OFFBARRA
LOCAL ADVICE FOR THE VISITING ANGLER

2016’S 

HOTTEST 

TIPS!
TO CRACK 

YOUR PB!

LAND BASED 
GAME FISHING
SOFT PLASTICS ON 
FRESHWATER NATIVES
+ HEAPS MORE!!! 

LLLLAAAANNNNDDDD BBBBAAAASSSSEEEDD 
PLUS

BAITCASTER 
MAINTENANCEMAINTENANCE
MADE EASY

BONITO 560 
CENTRE CONSOLE



Introducing the new Skim Stick 185 from Halco. Designed to imitate

a baitfish fleeing from hungry predators, the Skim Stick weighs 70g

 for superior casting ability. It features Decoy inline singles for great

hook sets and easy releases. Judged the Best New Hard Body 

Lure at the 2013 Australian Fishing Trade Association show, 

the Skim Stick is available now at all good tackle stores.
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THE ALL 

NEW F130A.

LIGHTEST

IN ITS CLASS.

The all new F130A from Yamaha delivers a new level of performance, 

TO LOCATE A DEALER & FIND OUT MORE, VISIT: 


